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Abstract

An open question which is commonly asked in software development is whether the implemented artefact follows the requirements specified. From the early days of computing, a number of projects, ideas and techniques have been proposed to prove software correctness. One of these techniques is validation, which verifies the system during execution.

Duration Calculus is a powerful logic notation that evaluates property satisfaction by applying the Reimann integral over property values within an interval. Therefore, Duration Calculus not only determines whether a property is being satisfied but also the duration of the property satisfiability. Duration Calculus notation considers time as a real valued variable, which together with the evaluation of calculi formulae becomes undecidable. In this dissertation, we restrict the notation to a subset that is decidable, discrete-time and deterministic. The decidability property is important in order to evaluate the system correctness at runtime. On the other hand, the restriction to discrete-time together with the determinism of the notation reduce the side-effects of the inserting observers in the actual system thus guaranteeing the correctness of the verified program.

After restricting Duration Calculus notation to the suitable subset of operators, we propose a framework for defining monitors and integrating them with the system code. Our framework allows monitors to be defined using the mathematical notation, which through a pre-compiler is converted to its Lustre semantics and stored inside Abstract Syntax Trees. The synchronous data-flow programming language Lustre is used for the notation semantics because the resource requirements for the monitors can be predetermined. To keep the benefits obtained by using Lustre, the monitoring platform is also defined in Lustre. The final step before executing the system is to integrate the monitors inside the code. The weaving of monitors with the system is performed through the concept of annotated assertions, which are converted into function calls to the Lustre based evaluation engine to determine the properties satisfiability.

We conclude our research by showing the concept of Interval Temporal Logic validation as an aspect, within the Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) framework. This concept can be used to facilitate the design of more robust and flexible validation engine simply by defining notation semantics.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

“...unexpected behavior, by definition, violates an application’s formal specification, the specification casts a wide net for catching software exceptions, exceptions that you might miss. Therefore, using formal specifications to generate exception handling routines produces a robust hybrid program having multiple levels of recovery paths. The additional levels shield the application from worst-case scenarios that would otherwise crash it.”

Doron Drusinsky [Dru01]

A common question that arises during software development is whether the system being implemented is correct according to the given specifications. With the complexities reachable today in software development, guaranteeing correctness of the software is becoming more intractable. Over the past years a number of projects have been commenced in order to propose possible solutions to manage and control software correctness.

From the many projects and ideas proposed in other papers, a solution which is of prime interest to us is about executing runtime monitors in parallel to software code. Runtime monitors can be of different nature ranging from simple propositional statements inserted as conditional checks to the use of temporal logic based automata. Runtime monitors verify the software along its execution path, thus they only guarantee the correctness of the system along a single path. Although this is a drawback of the approach it pays off in resource requirements when compared to the more elaborate process of formal verification. Formal verification consists in performing logical inference over the system specifications to determine their correctness.
In this research we are concerned with performing validation using runtime monitors based on a subset of Duration Calculus. Duration Calculus is an Interval Temporal Logic that applies the Reimann integral over properties values to determine their satisfiability. This is possible by considering time over the real numbers. Duration Calculus is highly expressive and its consideration of time as a real number makes it undecidability. Undecidability is surmounted by restricting Duration Calculus notation to its discrete and deterministic subset.

The runtime monitors presented in the dissertation require a library that provides a platform for evaluation. The platform proposed is based on the synchronous data-flow programming language Lustre. Lustre endows the runtime monitors with the capacity of predetermining the real memory and time requirements to evaluate properties. Therefore, runtime monitors are not only suitable for real-time applications due to the mathematical notation but endow the user to predetermine the impacts of the system over the actual system implementation.
1.1 Objectives

Time dependent behaviour is best captured using temporal logics. The purpose of this dissertation is to study the use of Duration Calculus, an interval temporal logic, as a runtime monitor for capturing the correctness of system behaviour. Temporal logics can specify time in both abstract and real-time notation. Abstract notation hides the clock time dimension and gives a means of abstract measure, like clock cycles. Real-time notation provides a means of clock time measurement, say five seconds. Real-time specification is very difficult to handle because one has to take into consideration the temporal side-effects of introducing a monitoring system. Thus, for the purpose of this study the validation engine is designed to handle only abstract description of time.

General Duration Calculus is undecidable and thus requires to be restricted to a decidability subset. This dissertation uses the set named as Quantified Discrete-Time Duration Calculus (QDDC) [Pan00] as the decidable subset of Duration Calculus.

Gonnord et al [GHR04] showed that QDDC requires the use of non-deterministic automata. The evaluation of non-deterministic automata requires the tracing of different paths at non-deterministic branches as to determine the system correctness. As a direct result the system requirements increase drastically. For the purpose of this dissertation, deterministic automata are preferred as to predetermine the resource requirements of monitors. Endorsing the work of Gonnord et al, the dissertation concentrates on defining a suitable deterministic subset for the monitoring system.

The objectives of the dissertation are summarised below:

1. to identify the discrete and deterministic subset of duration calculus (based on the work done by Gonnord et al [GHR04]);

2. define a validation engine for the discrete and deterministic subset of duration calculus using Lustre as a platform;

3. propose a generic and platform independent framework for integrating the validation engine inside the system code; and

4. analyse the outcome to propose suitable enhancements for the validation engine in general.

Figure 1.2 provides an overview of how the dissertation combines the discrete and deterministic subset of duration calculus and Lustre to provide the monitoring solution.

An extended objective of the dissertation is to propose the concept of Interval Temporal Logic-based validation as an aspect in terms of the new arising concept of Aspect-Oriented
Figure 1.2: Overview diagram of dissertation work.
Programming. This concept frees the design of validation from the complexities involved in the weaving of monitors.

1.2 Report Layout

The dissertation consists of three parts – Background, Discrete and Deterministic subset of Duration Calculus Assertions, and Validation and Aspect-Oriented Programming.

The first part consists in providing the necessary background and a review of related projects. The logic notations, both Duration Calculus (DC) and Quantified Discrete Duration Calculus (QDDC), are defined in terms of Church’s lambda calculus, as it provides fundamental relations to practical computing [Pen99]. The literature review introduces the traditional assertion as basic monitoring systems. The chapter continues by reviewing related projects while comparing their approach with our solution. The chapter concludes by fitting the proposed real-time monitoring in the Monitoring-Oriented Programming (MoP) concept.

Part II is the dissertation contribution to the Interval Temporal Logic validation area. Chapter 4 proposes a monitoring restricted logic based on QDDC together with both mathematical and execution semantics. The execution semantics of the logic are then used in Chapter 5 to perform state-by-state validation. The chapter also details the design of a validation engine to monitor systems using a Lustre simulated environment. The second part ends by illustrating two validation engine prototypes. The power of the monitoring system and easiness to use in prototyping is founded by two case studies – a mine pump and an answering machine – as depicted in Chapter 7.

The last part of the report shows how validation is an aspect and how Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) tools can be used to weave the monitoring system with a program.
Part I

Background
Chapter 2

Duration Calculus

Duration Calculus is a formal notation introduced by Chaochen et al. [CHR91]. Duration Calculus is based on Interval Temporal Logic (ITL) by Moszkowski [Jos01], thus its notation removes the necessity of quantifying and explicitly mentioning time in the formulae. As with ITL, Duration Calculus uses intervals to determine property satisfaction, which is determined by applying the Reimann’s integral over the property truth-time values.

In this chapter we introduce the Duration Calculus notation using Church’s lambda calculus (\(\lambda\)-calculus). \(\lambda\)-calculus is adopted as it provides good understanding of how the Duration Calculus notation is evaluated and it simplifies the mapping from mathematical notation to implementation.

The high expressiveness of Duration Calculus leads the notation to be undecidable. In order to define a runtime Duration Calculus monitoring system the second section of this chapter restricts the notation to discrete-time, based on the work done by Pandya [Pan00].

2.1 Duration Calculus Syntax and Semantics

A number of Interval Temporal Logic notations exist [BMN00, Pet99] but they share a common drawback – the fact that time is considered as a discrete variable. In reality, time is continuous and using the notations mentioned before may lead to some system state loss. On the contrary, Duration Calculus models time and behaviour over the real number line [Jos01, CHR91, Rav94]. This is possible through the use of Reimann’s integral as a measure of satisfiability over time.
**Definition 2.1.** *(Time.)* Time is a real valued variable that indicates an instance in the system’s life-cycle.

\[
\text{Time} \overset{df}{=} \mathbb{R}
\]

Verifying systems throughout their entire life-time is very difficult especially if they do not have any terminating condition. To surmount this problem time is divided into a number of sections referred to as intervals. The following are some important definitions and lemmas that relate to intervals. The interval definitions are later used to define the notation of Duration Calculus.

**Definition 2.2.** *(Set of intervals.)* The collection of possible divisions of a system timeline.

\[
\text{Intv} \overset{df}{=} \{ [b, e] \mid b, e \in \mathbb{T} \cdot b \leq e \}
\]

For simplification, the boundaries defining the interval are indicated by subscripts \( b \) and \( e \). Subscript \( b \) represents the start boundary and subscript \( e \) represents the end boundary. For example, given any interval \( I \), \( I_b \) denotes the interval start point and \( I_e \) the end point of the same interval. Formally, for any interval \([s, f]\),

\[
[s, f]_b \overset{df}{=} s
\]

\[
[s, f]_e \overset{df}{=} f
\]

**Lemma 2.3.** *(Set of point intervals.)* Let \( I \) be an interval. Then the set of intervals consisting of a single point is given by:

\[
\text{Intv}_0 \overset{df}{=} \{ I \mid I_b = I_e \}
\]

It must be noted that \( \text{Intv}_0 \subset \text{Intv} \).

**Definition 2.4.** *(Length of interval.)* Time is modelled as a real number. Therefore, the difference between the start and end points of an interval denotes the length of interval.

\[
\#(I) \overset{df}{=} I_e - I_b
\]

**Definition 2.5.** *(Interval meeting.)* Two intervals are said to meet, or consecutive, if and only if the end point of the first interval and starting point of the second interval are the same.

\[
I; J \overset{df}{=} I \cup J \text{ provided that } I_e = J_b
\]
Definition 2.6. *(State variables.)* A state variable is an atomic boolean variable whose truth varies over time.

\[
\text{state variable} \in T \mapsto B
\]

Definition 2.7. *(True.)* The state variable true returns true irrespective of time.

\[
1 \overset{df}{=} \lambda t : T \cdot \text{true}
\]

Likewise,

Definition 2.8. *(False.)* The state variable false returns false irrespective of time.

\[
0 \overset{df}{=} \lambda t : T \cdot \text{false}
\]

Definition 2.9. *(State expressions.)* Expressions consisting of logic operators applied to state variables.

For any state variables \( P \) and \( Q \)

\[
\neg P \overset{df}{=} \lambda t : T \cdot \neg P(t)
\]

\[
(P \lor Q) \overset{df}{=} \lambda t : T \cdot P(t) \lor Q(t)
\]

\[
(P \land Q) \overset{df}{=} \lambda t : T \cdot P(t) \land Q(t)
\]

\[
(P \Rightarrow Q) \overset{df}{=} \lambda t : T \cdot P(t) \Rightarrow Q(t)
\]

\[
(P \iff Q) \overset{df}{=} \lambda t : T \cdot P(t) \iff Q(t)
\]

Definition 2.10. *(Duration formula.)* A duration formula is a mapping of state expressions evaluated over an interval to boolean values.

\[
\text{Duration formula} \in \text{Intv} \mapsto B
\]

Duration Calculus definitions are now introduced based on the definitions given above. An important assumption considered here is that variables have finite variability in a finite interval. In other words, a variable can change its truth value for a finite number of times over finite intervals. This assumption aids in avoiding the Zeno’s dichotomy paradox [Wei05].

Definition 2.11. *(Duration.)* The duration of a state expression \( P \) in an observation interval \( I \in \text{Intv} \) is obtained by calculating the area under the behaviour-time graph covered by the interval. In mathematics the area is obtained by taking the Reimann boundary integral of the curve. Therefore,

\[
\int P = n \overset{df}{=} \lambda I : \text{Intv} . \int_{t \in I} P(t) \ dt = n
\]
Definition 2.12. (*Duration expressions.*) Duration expressions consists of duration formulae bound with basic logic operators.

For any duration formulae \( D \) and \( E \)

\[
\neg D \equiv \lambda I : Intv \cdot \neg D(I)
\]

\[
D \lor E \equiv \lambda I : Intv \cdot D(I) \lor E(I)
\]

\[
D \land E \equiv \lambda I : Intv \cdot D(I) \land E(I)
\]

\[
D \Rightarrow E \equiv \lambda I : Intv \cdot D(I) \Rightarrow E(I)
\]

\[
D \Leftrightarrow E \equiv \lambda I : Intv \cdot D(I) \Leftrightarrow E(I)
\]

Definition 2.13. (*Chop.*) The chop operator is an arbitrary interval divisor where the left duration formula holds in the first subinterval and the right duration formula in the remaining interval.

For any \( D \) and \( E \) duration formulas

\[
D \wedge E \equiv \lambda I : Intv \cdot \exists \mathcal{J}, \mathcal{K} : Intv \cdot I = J; K \land D(J) \land E(K)
\]

Using the definitions above a number of duration operators can be introduced.

Definition 2.14. (*Not of duration equal to.*) The duration of a state expression \( P \) in an observation interval \( I \in Intv \) is not equal to a constant.

\[
\int P \neq n \equiv \neg (\int P = n)
\]

Definition 2.15. (*Duration of at least.*) In an observation interval \( I \in Intv \) the duration of state expression \( P \) is at least of \( n \) units.

\[
\int P \geq n \equiv (\int P = n) \wedge \text{true}
\]

Definition 2.16. (*Of greater duration than.*) A state expression \( P \) has a duration greater than a constant value.

\[
\int P > n \equiv (\int P \geq n) \land (\int P \neq n)
\]

Endowed with the above formulae the comparison operators are lifted to compare duration formulae.

Definition 2.17. (*Duration equality.*) Two state variables are of equal duration if their duration value is identical for the same interval.

\[
\int P = \int Q \equiv \lambda I : Intv \cdot \exists n : \mathbb{R}^+ \cdot (\int P = n) \land (\int Q = n)
\]
Definition 2.18. *(Duration ≠ .)* Two state variables are said to be of non-equal duration if their duration are of different length for the same observational interval.

\[ \int P \neq \int Q \overset{df}{=} \neg (\int P = \int Q) \]

Definition 2.19. *(Duration ≥ .)* A duration of a state variable is greater than or equal to another state variable’s duration if for the same interval, the number of truths of the first state variable is at least equal to the number of truths of the second state variable.

\[ \int P \geq \int Q \overset{df}{=} (\int P = \int Q)^\text{true} \]

Definition 2.20. *(Duration > .)* A duration of a state variable is greater than another’s state variable duration if and only if for the same interval the first state variable evaluates to true more frequently than the second state variable.

\[ \int P > \int Q \overset{df}{=} (\int P \geq \int Q) \land (\int P \neq \int Q) \]

Other comparison operators can be defined in a similar way.

Theorem 2.21. *(Duration of true.)* A tautological state variable is equal to the length of the observational interval.

\[ (\int 1 = n) (I) \iff \#(I) = n \]

Proof. The proof is obtained directly from Definitions 2.11 and 2.4.

\[
\begin{align*}
(\int 1 = n) (I) & \overset{df}{=} \int_{t \in I} 1(t) \, dt = n \quad \text{Definition 2.11.} \\
& = [t]_I = n \quad \text{Evaluation of integral.} \\
& = I_e - I_b = n \quad \text{Expanding integral result.} \\
& = \#(I) = n \quad \text{Definition 2.4.}
\end{align*}
\]

□

To simplify the reading of duration formulae, \(\text{len}\) will be used interchangeably with \(\int 1\).

\[ \text{len} \overset{df}{=} \int 1 \]

Corollary 2.22. *(Upper duration limit.)* The duration of a state variable \(P\) can reach its maximum value if and only if it is a tautology within the interval.

\[ \int P \leq \int 1 \]
Lemma 2.23. (Duration of a negated state variable.) For any state variable $P$ the duration of $P$’s complement within an interval is equal to the length of the interval less the duration of $P$.

\[ (\int \neg P = n) = (\int 1 - \int P = n) \]

Theorem 2.24. (Duration of false.) A contradictory state variable is equal to the constant function zero.

\[ \int \emptyset(I) = 0 \]

Proof. The proof is again obtained directly from Definition 2.11.

\[ \int 0(I) = \int_{t \in I} 0(t) \, dt \quad \text{Definition 2.11.} \]
\[ = \left[0t\right]_I \quad \text{Evaluation of integral.} \]
\[ = 0 \quad \text{Expanding integral result.} \]

Corollary 2.25. (Lower duration limit.) The duration of a state variable $P$ can reach its least value if and only if it is a contradiction within the observation interval.

\[ \int P \geq \int 0 \]

Theorem 2.26. (Addition of durations.) The combined duration of two state variables is the sum of the values where either $P$ or $Q$ is true together with the values where both are satisfied simultaneously.

For any state variables $P$ and $Q$

\[ \int P + \int Q = \int (P \lor Q) + \int (P \land Q) \]

As with any logic-based models, state variables are not enough to describe all the features and properties within a system. To extend the expressiveness of Duration Calculus, state variables are lifted to predicates as in interval temporal logic [CHR91].

Definition 2.27. (Almost everywhere true predicate.) A state formula $P$ is true for the entire non-point intervals.

\[ [P] \overset{df}{=} (\int P = \int 1) \land (\text{len} > 0) \]
Definition 2.28. *(Point interval predicate.)* A predicate that is true only for a point interval is denoted by $[\ ]$.

$$[\ ] \overset{df}{=} \text{len} = 0$$

Definition 2.29. *(True predicate.)* When a predicate holds for both continuous and point intervals it is said to be a tautological predicate.

$$tt \overset{df}{=} \text{len} \geq 0$$

Theorem 2.30. *(Predicate implication.)* Given a predicate $P$

$$[P] \Rightarrow \int \neg P = 0$$

$$[\ ] \Rightarrow \int P = 0$$

Theorem 2.31. *(Duration monotonicity.)* For any states $P$ and $Q$ if $P \Rightarrow Q$ then the duration of $P$ must be less or equal to that of $Q$.

$$[P \Rightarrow Q] \Rightarrow (\int P \leq \int Q)$$

Proof. The order preservation in duration formula is conserved through the duration notation semantics.

$$[P \Rightarrow Q] \Rightarrow [\neg P \lor Q]$$

Implication equivalence

$$\Rightarrow (\int (\neg P \lor Q) = \int 1) \land (\int 1 > 0)$$

Definition 2.27

$$\Rightarrow \int (\neg P) + \int Q - \int (\neg P \land Q) = \int 1$$

Theorem 2.26

$$\Rightarrow \int 1 - \int P + \int Q - \int (\neg P \land Q) - \int 1 = 0$$

Theorem 2.23

$$\Rightarrow \int P = \int Q - \int (\neg P \land Q)$$

Basic algebra

$$\Rightarrow \int P \leq \int Q$$

For some $\int X \geq 0$

Using the definition of chop, the two basic time operators of modal logic can be defined as follows.

Definition 2.32. *(Eventually.)* A duration formula $D$ is said to become true if there is a subinterval where it evaluates to true.

$$\diamond D \overset{df}{=} tt^* D^\wedge tt$$
**Definition 2.33.** *(Always.)* A duration formula $D$ is always true if it holds over all subintervals within the observation interval.

$$\Box D \overset{df}{=} \neg\Diamond \neg D$$

**Theorem 2.34.** *(Duration in subintervals.)* The duration of a state in an interval is the duration of the state in each subinterval.

Given a state formula $P$ and an interval divided into two subintervals of length $r$ and $s$ respectively.

$$(\int P = r + s) \iff (\int P = r) \hat{(\int P = s)}$$

**Duration Calculus syntax**

\[
<\text{state variable}> \quad \in \quad T \rightarrow B \\
<\text{natural number}> \quad \overset{df}{=} \quad \mathbb{N} \\
<\text{state expression}> \quad ::= \quad <\text{state variable}> \\
\quad \quad | \quad <\text{state expression}> \lor <\text{state expression}> \\
\quad \quad | \quad <\text{state expression}> \land <\text{state expression}> \\
\quad \quad | \quad <\text{state expression}> \Rightarrow <\text{state expression}> \\
\quad \quad | \quad <\text{state variable}> \\
\quad \quad | \quad \neg <\text{state expression}> \\
<\text{d.c. formula}> \quad ::= \quad \int <\text{state expression}> = <\text{natural number}> \\
\quad \quad | \quad \int <\text{state expression}> \geq <\text{natural number}> \\
\quad \quad | \quad \int <\text{state expression}> = \int <\text{state expression}> \\
\quad \quad | \quad \int <\text{state expression}> \geq \int <\text{state expression}> \\
\quad \quad | \quad \lceil <\text{state expression}> \rceil \\
\quad \quad | \quad <\text{d.c. formula}> \land <\text{d.c. formula}> \\
\quad \quad | \quad <\text{d.c. formula}> \lor <\text{d.c. formula}> \\
\quad \quad | \quad <\text{d.c. formula}> \Rightarrow <\text{d.c. formula}> \\
\quad \quad | \quad <\text{d.c. formula}> \Leftrightarrow <\text{d.c. formula}> \\
\quad \quad | \quad \neg <\text{d.c. formula}> \\
\quad \quad | \quad <\text{d.c. formula}> \hat{<\text{d.c. formula}>} \\
\quad \quad | \quad \Diamond(<\text{d.c. formula}> ) \\
\quad \quad | \quad \Box(<\text{d.c. formula}> )
\]
2.1.1 Duration Calculus examples

Consider a simple property stating that over a given interval a loop will not exceed the 30 seconds run in total. The property is represented in Duration Calculus as,

$$\int loop \leq 30 \text{ seconds}$$

A less rigid control over the loop can be specified as,

$$\Box ([loop] \Rightarrow len \leq 30 \text{ seconds})$$

The latter formula states that the loop can be executed several times given that every execution never exceeds 30 seconds. On the contrary, the earlier version allows the loop to enter and exit its body for a number of times given that the total execution time does not exceed the 30 seconds interval.

Now consider a more elaborate example. A printer device is designed to determine whether the printer is working smoothly or requires a service. Assume that the printer prints 14 pages per minute. The property that determines the printer state can be specified as

$$\Box ([spooling] \cdot [printing] \cdot [printer spool clearing] \Rightarrow len = \frac{\text{pages}}{14} + k)$$

The constant, $k$, is the time required by the device to prepare for printing and to clear the resources used.

2.2 Quantified Discrete-time Duration Calculus (QDDC)

Duration Calculus considers time over the real-numbers thus making it undecidable [Rav94, Pan02b]. In this section Duration Calculus is restricted to discrete-time intervals, in order to make it decidable. The definitions presented are based on the work of Pandya [Pan00].

2.2.1 QDDC syntax and semantics

Duration Calculus is restricted to discrete-time thus the notation is lifted over discrete values.

**Definition 2.35.** (Discrete-time.) Time defined as one dimensional variable ranging over natural numbers.

$$\text{Time}_\mathbb{N} \overset{df}{=} \mathbb{N}$$
Definition 2.36. *(Length of interval.)* The length of an interval is the natural number difference between the start and end points.

\[ \eta_{\text{op} c} \overset{df}{=} \lambda I : \text{Intv} \cdot (I_e - I_b) \text{ op } c \]

where, \( \text{op} \in \{=, \neq, >, \geq, <, \leq \} \) and \( c \) is a numeric constant.

QDDC inherits the definitions and properties of state variables and expressions from Duration Calculus. However, since dealing with discrete-time, the definition of state expressions is extended to provide means for determining the previous and next values of state expressions.

Definition 2.37. *(Previous value.)* The previous operator, \( -P \), provides the immediate past value of a state expression, \( P \). That is, given a state expression, \( P \), at time, \( t \), then the immediate previous value of \( P \) is the truth of \( P \) at time \( t - 1 \). Using \( \lambda \)-notation this is defined as

\[ -P \overset{df}{=} \lambda t : \mathbb{T}_N \cdot \begin{cases} P(t - 1) & t > 0 \\ \text{undefined} & t = 0 \end{cases} \]

The following table illustrates the relation between current and previous value of a state expression using the previous operator.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>time</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( P )</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( -P )</td>
<td>undefined</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>false</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Definition 2.38. *(State expressions.)* State expressions consist of boolean logic operators applied over state variables.

For any state variables \( P \) and \( Q \)

\[ \neg P \overset{df}{=} \lambda t : \mathbb{T} : \neg P(t) \]
\[ P \lor Q \overset{df}{=} \lambda t : \mathbb{T} : P(t) \lor Q(t) \]
\[ P \land Q \overset{df}{=} \lambda t : \mathbb{T} : P(t) \land Q(t) \]
\[ P \Rightarrow Q \overset{df}{=} \lambda t : \mathbb{T} : P(t) \Rightarrow Q(t) \]
\[ P \Leftrightarrow Q \overset{df}{=} \lambda t : \mathbb{T} : P(t) \Leftrightarrow Q(t) \]

Discrete-time endows QDDC to determine the number of times a predicate is satisfied within an interval. This provides an alternative way of dealing with the duration (\( f \)) operator of Duration Calculus. Section §2.1 showed the equivalence between the duration operator and Reimann’s bounded integral, which in case of frequent and consistent sampling can be evaluated as the summation of values.
**Definition 2.39.** *(Number of occurrences.)* For any predicate \( P \), the number of occurrences of \( P \) is equal to the number of times \( P \) evaluates to true.

\[
\sum P \text{ op } c \overset{df}{=} \lambda I : \text{Intv} \cdot \left( \sum_{i=I_b}^{I_e-1} \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } P(i) \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \right) \text{ op } c
\]

where, \( \text{op} \in \{=, \neq, >, \geq, <, \leq \} \).

Duration Calculus predicates are defined over the notation of duration. The restriction to discrete-time invalidates the duration notation, hence, predicates are redefined.

**Definition 2.40.** *(Continuous time predicates.)* A predicate \( P \) is satisfied if for any observational interval the state variable \( P \) is constantly true except for the interval end point.

\[
\llbracket P \rrbracket \overset{df}{=} (\eta > 1) \land (\Sigma P = \eta)
\]

Contrary to Duration Calculus where one cannot reason about the truth values of state variables at point intervals, in QDDC it is possible to verify the satisfaction of predicates within a point interval.

**Definition 2.41.** *(Point interval.)* For any predicate \( P \),

\[
[P]^0 \overset{df}{=} \lambda I : \text{Intv} \cdot I_e = I_b \land P(I)
\]

**Definition 2.42.** *(Duration formula.)* A duration formula is the mapping of a state expression to a boolean value over an interval.

For any duration formulae \( D \) and \( E \)

\[
\neg D \overset{df}{=} \lambda I : \text{Intv} \cdot \neg D(I) \\
D \lor E \overset{df}{=} \lambda I : \text{Intv} \cdot D(I) \lor E(I) \\
D \land E \overset{df}{=} \lambda I : \text{Intv} \cdot D(I) \land E(I) \\
D \Rightarrow E \overset{df}{=} \lambda I : \text{Intv} \cdot D(I) \Rightarrow E(I) \\
D \Leftrightarrow E \overset{df}{=} \lambda I : \text{Intv} \cdot D(I) \Leftrightarrow E(I)
\]

The chop and modal operators, sometimes and always, are inherited from Duration Calculus and lifted to discrete-time. The introduction of these three temporal operators empowers the notation with a number of additionally derivable operators.
Definition 2.43. (Chop.) Like in Duration Calculus the chop operator is an arbitrary interval divisor where the first duration formula is true in the first subinterval and the second formula is true in the second subinterval.
For any $D$ and $E$ duration formulas

$$D \wedge E \triangleq \lambda I\cdot \exists J, K : \text{Intv} \cdot I = J; K \land D(J) \land E(K)$$

Definition 2.44. (Eventually.) A duration formula $D$ is eventually true if there exists a subinterval in which $D$ evaluates to true.

$$\Diamond D \triangleq \text{tt} \wedge D \wedge D$$

Definition 2.45. (Always.) A duration formula $D$ is true for all subintervals within an interval if there is no subinterval where $D$ is false.

$$\Box D \triangleq \neg \Diamond \neg D$$

Definition 2.46. (True for the entire intervals.) For any interval consisting of two subintervals, where the second subinterval is a point interval equal to the first interval end point, a predicate $P$ is true for the entire interval if and only if it constantly holds in both subintervals.

$$\llbracket P \rrbracket \triangleq (\llbracket P \rrbracket \wedge [0]) \lor [P]$$

Pandya enriches the QDDC notation by introducing two arrow operators. The arrow operators endow the calculus with means to define dependency behaviour between two state variables.

Definition 2.47. (Leads to.) Given two predicates $P$ and $Q$, $P$ leads to $Q$ as soon as and after $P$ has been true for at least $\delta$ time.

$$\llbracket P \rrbracket \begin{array}{c} \rightarrow \end{array} [Q] \triangleq \square \left( (\llbracket P \rrbracket \wedge \eta \geq \delta) \Rightarrow (\eta = \delta) \rrbracket \right)$$

Definition 2.48. (For at least.) Given two predicates $P$ and $Q$, $Q$ is true at least for the first $\delta$ time of $P$’s validity.

$$\llbracket P \rrbracket \begin{array}{c} \rightarrow \end{array} [Q] \triangleq \square (\llbracket \neg P \rrbracket \wedge \eta < \delta) \Rightarrow \llbracket Q \rrbracket$$

Sometimes it is required that a state variable is checked for stability in order to provide reliability and consistency.
**Definition 2.49. (Stable.)** A predicate is said to be stable if when it becomes true it remains true for at least $\delta$ time.
\[
\text{stable}(P, \delta) \overset{df}{=} \square([-P]^{0} \rightarrow [P]^{\lceil \lceil P \rceil \rceil^{0}} \rightarrow (\eta > \delta + 2))
\]

**QDDC syntax**

\[
\begin{align*}
<\text{natural number}> & \overset{df}{=} \mathbb{N} \\
<\text{state variable}> & \in \ T \mapsto \mathbb{B} \\
o p & \in \{=, >, \geq, <, \leq\} \\
<\text{state expression}> & ::= <\text{state variable}> \\
& \quad | <\text{state expression}> \lor <\text{state expression}> \\
& \quad | <\text{state expression}> \land <\text{state expression}> \\
& \quad | <\text{state expression}> \Rightarrow <\text{state expression}> \\
& \quad | <\text{state expression}> \Leftrightarrow <\text{state expression}> \\
& \quad | \neg <\text{state expression}> \\
& \quad | \neg <\text{state variable}> \\
<\text{qddc formula}> & ::= [<\text{state expression}>] \\
& \quad | [<\text{state expression}>]^{0} \\
& \quad | <\text{qddc formula}> \land <\text{qddc formula}> \\
& \quad | <\text{qddc formula}> \lor <\text{qddc formula}> \\
& \quad | <\text{qddc formula}> \Rightarrow <\text{qddc formula}> \\
& \quad | <\text{qddc formula}> \Leftrightarrow <\text{qddc formula}> \\
& \quad | \neg <\text{qddc formula}> \\
& \quad | <\text{qddc formula}> \wedge <\text{qddc formula}> \\
& \quad | \exists <\text{state variable}> \cdot <\text{qddc formula}> \\
& \quad | \Sigma <\text{state expression}> \ op <\text{natural number}> \\
& \quad | \eta \ op <\text{natural number}> \\
& \quad | <\text{qddc formula}> \overset{\delta}{\rightarrow} <\text{qddc formula}> \\
& \quad | <\text{qddc formula}> \overset{\delta}{\leftarrow} <\text{qddc formula}> \\
& \quad | \Diamond(<\text{qddc formula}>) \\
& \quad | \Box(<\text{qddc formula}>)
\end{align*}
\]
2.2.2 QDDC examples

Consider again the simple property stating that a loop should never exceed the 30 seconds run. The property can now be represented in QDDC as,

$$\square([\text{loop}] \Rightarrow \eta \leq 30 \text{ seconds})$$

The formula specification above is similar to the second specification in section §2.1.1.

The restriction on property specification can also be seen in the printer device example. The design of the printer provides a mechanism to determine whether the printer is in good condition or requires a service. The printer is assumed to print 14 pages per minute. The property that determines the printer state can be specified as

$$\square\left(([\text{spooling}]^0\Rightarrow [\text{printing}]^\neg [\text{printer spool clearing}]^0) \Rightarrow (\eta = \frac{\text{pages}}{14})\right)$$

The constant, $k$, introduced in the Duration Calculus example has been removed because the restriction to discrete-time allows point intervals to be specified. Thus, properties can be further fine-grained around the critical property.

2.3 Conclusion

Duration Calculus provides a powerful notation for expressing specifications over real-time intervals, however, it is undecidable. The undecidability property is controlled by restricting the notation to discrete-time. Nevertheless, the restriction eliminated certain flexibility of the original notation. As a payoff to this restriction, particular fine-graining and unambiguity are obtained.
Chapter 3

Validation

Validation is a runtime mechanism for checking systems behaviour during execution using formal specifications. From the early days of computing, validation always played a major role in developing correct and reliable systems. The first half of the chapter is a brief overview of the validation history. The chapter proceeds with a discussion on some projects that provide tools for using temporal logic specifications as runtime checks on system behaviour.

3.1 Assertions

Assertions are boolean functions describing the semantics of software elements in formal conditions [Mey97] placed at specific points inside the code. The conditions are placed where they are expected to be always true [Hoa01, Voa97, AS01]. In other words, they are placed as traps for detecting errors at an early stage in order to minimise their propagation during implementation and execution [MV04, Ziv03, Ros95]. To highlight their distinction from the code defining the program functionality, assertions are typically annotated as comments.

The concept of assertion testing for proving function correctness has been around from the early days of computing. The first historical appearance of the concept is in 1949 during a conference in Cambridge by Alan Turing. Around two decades later in the late 1960s Floyd and Hoare, independently, introduced formalisms as a driving mechanism for assertions and were the first to propose that assertions must be formulated as part of a program specifications and proven during design.

In the early days, the use of assertions had been limited to programs with a serial structure, that is non-concurrent systems. This was the case until Hehner showed that using Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) model, the nature of programming is irrespective
to assertion modelling [Hoa01, MV04].

Assertions can be either weak or strong. Weak assertions are traps to detect errors related to the current execution state. A typical weak assertion checks a variable for correct initialisation (checks that it contains a valid value). Strong assertions are more expressive and provide a suitable description of the surrounding functionality. When strong assertions are used, they can be considered as interfaces between different parts of the system [Hoa01].

In general assertions define what functionality the surrounding code is supposed to do rather than how the functionality is performed [MV04, BJHL96, Ros95, Mey97], leading assertions to be typically used as preconditions and post-conditions of functions. Preconditions, post-conditions and also invariants are strongly emphasised in the programming language Eiffel, which implements the concept of Design by Contracts [AS01, Mey97].

Bellini et. al. [BMN00] generalises the classification of assertions in two categories: static and dynamic. Static assertions are atemporal, that is, their evaluation is fixed and time independent. Opposite to static assertions there are dynamic assertions, which are temporal formulas whose truth depends on the evaluation time. The latter type of assertions can be categorised on whether they describe safety or liveness properties. Safety properties state that “something bad” should never occur, while liveness properties state that eventually “something good” will happen [Pet99].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assertion Type</th>
<th>Assertion Properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>static</td>
<td>Fixed and Time independent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dynamic</td>
<td>Temporal formulas and Time dependent values.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Classification of dynamic assertions:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>safety − “something bad” should never happen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>liveness − “something good” will eventually happen.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Assertion Classification

3.1.1 Atemporal assertions

Atemporal assertions consist of propositional logic formulae placed wherever they are expected to evaluate to true. Propositional logic consists of a set of elementary facts, that can be assigned either a true or false value, on which the basic boolean operators can be applied. These are the classical assertions found in programming languages. An atemporal assertion in ANSI-C looks like

```
assert(c >= 'a' && c <= 'z'); // the character is in the English alphabet.
```

Propositional logic assertions are suitable when the programmer requires to place an assumption before executing any particular code. For example, taking a function that evalu-
ates the Fibonacci numbers up to a particular number \( n \), a typical atemporal assertion is that the value of \( n \) is greater than zero.

\[
\text{Fibonacci Numbers}(n) \\
1 \quad \text{assert}(n \geq 0) \\
2 \quad \text{if } n = 0 \\
3 \quad \text{then return } 0 \\
4 \quad \text{if } n = 1 \\
5 \quad \text{then return } 1 \\
6 \quad \text{else return } \text{Fibonacci Numbers}(n - 1) + \text{Fibonacci Numbers}(n - 2)
\]

A common atemporal assertions framework is Design by Contract, which is discussed next.

**Design by Contract**

The methodology of Design by Contract was introduced by Meyer for object-oriented programming languages. It was introduced as a tool for building software with “built-in reliability”, that is, integrating assertion specification in analysis, design, implementation and documentation [Mey97]. The idea followed from Harlan Mills’ article of 1975, which was titled “How to write correct programs and know it”.

Design by Contract methodology views the system requirements as the application of a relation (the contract) between service providers (the routine performing a task) and clients (the callee of the routine). The word “contract” has significant meaning because it describes the rights (preconditions) and obligations (post-conditions) of the parties [Mey97]. The application of contracts endow Design by Contract methodology with the application of the non-redundancy principle, or as Meyer states it “guaranteeing more by checking less”. This principle is opposed to what had been in practice and emphasised in that time, whereby to guarantee correctness of routines every step required the introduction of new checks.

 Preconditions, typically labelled with the keyword **require**, provide an interface to the callee, which specify under which ideal conditions the routine is bound to return good results. For example, in the Fibonacci algorithm above, the assertion statement (line 1) can be placed as a precondition. This will allow the callee to know that the value passed as a parameter to the routine must be a positive integer number.

 Post-conditions, labelled as **ensure**, on the other hand guarantee the callee that the value returned is in the correct range of results and format. Returning again to the Fibonacci algorithm a post-condition can be that the value returned is a positive number.

 Design by Contract also introduces two additional types of assertions: class and loop invariants. Class invariants are properties that are expected to hold throughout the class
life-cycle and in all its instances. That is, the invariant is expected to hold on the creation of the instance, before and after every call to the class routines and exactly before the disposal (deletion) of the instance [Mey97, MV04].

Loops are a common construct in many programs, which result in the introduction of looping related problems – for example, a loop that never terminates or when the operations performed in the loop leads to an empty structure. To help in avoiding these problems Meyer uses loop invariants. Loop invariants define properties that are expected to hold in every loop iteration. For example, if a loop is defined to empty a stack instance, then a loop invariant would state that at the beginning of every loop the stack is not empty. Another invariant would be to check that at the end of the loop the stack is empty.

By emphasising the use of the four different types of assertions as an aid for avoiding large amount of conditional checking, Design by Contract provides a methodology to increase reliability of the software [Mey97].

The application of Design by Contract in Eiffel produced good results when compared to the simple propositional assertions provided by programming languages. Hence, a number of projects have been undertaken to port the Design by Contract principle into other languages. Some of these projects are Jass (Java with Assertions) [BFMW01], iContract [Kra98], .NET Contract Wizard [AS01], Spec# by Microsoft [BRLS04], Contract in C++ [PP99] and a simple implementation of Design by Contract for C++ [Gue00].

3.1.2 Temporal logic assertions

Atemporal assertions are independent of time. In reactive and real-time systems, time is very important. In order to expand an atemporal assertion to time, a new variable for time has to be introduced in order to apply quantification. For example, a predicate $P$ that is expected to hold for the next 5 time units is defined as

$$\forall x \in [t, t+5] \cdot P(x)$$

In the above formula the variable $t$ represents time. Quantification over time in large properties and systems will become awkward to deal with. Hence, to surmount the intractability arising by quantification over time, temporal logic was introduced.

Temporal logic introduces four new operators to atemporal logic, which substitute quantification over and direct reference to time. The four operators deal with past and future time and allow the specification of whether the property holds for the entire time or will eventually hold. The introduction of the operators is possible because temporal logic considers the next possible value relationship between the domain and the range [BMN00].
Generally the future operators are denoted as $G$ and $F$ to mean the property holds for the entire interval and will eventually hold in the future, respectively. On the other hand, the past operators are denoted as $H$ and $P$, where $H$ implies that the property was always true in the past and $P$ indicates that sometime in the past the property was true. Formally the operators can be defined as

**Definition 3.1.** *(Always in the future.)* A property $P$ holds for the entire future.

$$GP(t) \overset{df}{=} \forall t': T_N \cdot t' > t \Rightarrow P(t')$$

**Definition 3.2.** *(Eventually true in the future.)* A property $P$ will eventually evaluate to true.

$$FP(t) \overset{df}{=} \exists t': T_N \cdot t' > t \land P(t')$$

**Definition 3.3.** *(Always true in the past.)* A property $P$ was always true in the past.

$$HP(t) \overset{df}{=} \forall t': T_N \cdot t' < t \Rightarrow P(t')$$

**Definition 3.4.** *(Sometime in the past.)* A property $P$ was true sometime in the past.

$$PP(t) \overset{df}{=} \exists t': T_N \cdot t' < t \land P(t')$$

Temporal logics can be categorised as either linear or branching. Linear temporal logics consists of the subset of operators and transitions which have only one possible next or previous value. On the contrary, branching refers to the subset of logics where the previous or next values are determined by the input formulae. When the previous value is linear the logic is said to be left linear temporal logic, while if it branches then it is left branching. Right linearity and right branching refer to the next value [BMN00].

![Figure 3.1: Linear and branching temporal logic diagram](image)

**Temporal invariants**

Class invariants are atemporal, therefore, they lack in providing a mechanism to properly handle satisfiability related to time. Temporal invariants introduce four quantification operators over class invariants – always, eventually, never and already [MV04, GM03].
An “always” valid invariant is similar to class invariant, however it enforces the invariant check at the termination of the program if the instance is still in memory. An “eventually” valid invariant is an assertion that is expected to become valid during the instance execution. In other words, it must become \textbf{true} before the instance is deleted from memory. The “never” valid invariant is opposite to the “always” valid, thus, it must never evaluate to \textbf{true} during the class execution. The last type of invariants are the “already” valid invariants. “Already” valid invariants ensure that before executing some particular task a number of required tasks has been completed. For example, before reading a file an “already” valid invariant might assure that the file is first opened.

3.1.3 Interval temporal logic

Interval temporal logic extends propositional logic by defining a temporal structure that is bound in the past, unbound in the future, discrete and linear. The temporal structure measures time in terms of intervals, which provide a higher degree of abstraction; hence leading interval temporal logic to be ideal for specifying real-time systems in which time plays an important role.

The new operators introduced by interval temporal logic are: next (\(\bigcirc(\phi)\)), always (\(\Box\)), eventually (\(\Diamond\)) and chop (\(\hat{\diamond}\)). The “next” operator states that in the next interval the property enclosed in the brackets evaluates to \textbf{true}, this is different from the next operator in propositional temporal logic where it states that the property is \textbf{true} in the next evaluation sequence.

The operator “always true” states that the formula following the operator should never evaluate to false. The “always” operator also states that its truth should hold in all possible subintervals within the observation interval, whereas the “eventually true” operator indicates that the formula will become \textbf{true} before the end of the interval.

The “chop” operator\(^1\) was first introduced in Choppy logic by Rosner and Pnueli [1986] as an extension to propositional temporal logic and is a binary operator. The “chop” operator allows an interval to be subdivided into any arbitrary two subintervals, where the left-hand side of the operator is satisfied in the first subinterval and the remaining part of the expression is satisfied in the second interval.

Finally interval temporal logic introduces an operator to measure the length of interval, \(\text{Len}(I)\). The operator returns the number of state transitions in the sequence enclosed by the interval. This endows the notation with the ability to determine and specify the duration of the observational intervals.

\(^1\)The chop operator is defined formally in Definition 2.13
3.2 Related projects

The weaving of temporal based properties with application code has been under consideration for quite a long time. This section discusses some of the projects and compares them to the framework described in this dissertation.

3.2.1 EAGLE Flier

The EAGLE project consists of a general framework providing its own logic (named Eagle), which monitors a program on state basis [BGHS04a, BGHS04b, BGHS03]. The Eagle logic is rich enough to allow other temporal and real-time logics to be expressed on top of the notation. The logic also endows the framework with the capacity of performing checks without storing any execution traces.

The Eagle framework is based on the MetateM project. The major difference is that MetateM builds traces state-by-state, whereas Eagle checks traces state-by-state. Therefore, the Eagle framework avoids the use of expensive operators such as backtracking and loop-checking. The framework can be used with any logic notation, given that the logic can be translated into Eagle logic underneath.

The logic consists of a set of primitives which in combination with recursive parametrised equations and minimum/maximum fix-point semantics of three temporal operators can be used to construct formulae. The temporal operators provided are “next-time”, “previous-time” and “concatenation”. The “concatenation” operator is similar to the “chop” operator (Definition 2.43). As with temporal logics the Eagle logic is extended with the until and unless operators.

The generalisation of the Eagle framework makes it more expressive and powerful when compared to the Deterministic Discrete Duration Calculus Assertions (D$^3$CA) framework presented in this dissertation. However, D$^3$CA uses intervals to determine property satisfaction, thus making it ideal for real-time and reactive systems.

An outstanding difference in the implementation of Eagle when compared to D$^3$CA is the explicit specification of whether a property is a safety or a liveness property. The necessity of such explicitness arises from the ambiguous use of false. In safety properties the boolean value false indicates that the property failed to be satisfied. However, in a liveness property the value false can indicate either the property has not been satisfied yet, or that the property failed to be satisfied. In D$^3$CA only safety properties are considered. However, the “eventually” ($\Diamond_b$) operator is introduced (as one of the extensions to the logic) to allow certain liveness properties.
Table 3.2 summarises the equivalences and differences between the Eagle and D³CA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Eagle</th>
<th>D³CA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eagle logic statements.</td>
<td>QDDC statements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eagle provides a platform for using different logics.</td>
<td>Deterministic QDDC specific framework.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eagle logic is a point logic (like LTL)</td>
<td>QDDC is an interval temporal logic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No execution traces are stored.</td>
<td>No execution traces are stored.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applies a state-by-state concept.</td>
<td>Adopts the synchrony hypothesis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deterministic execution.</td>
<td>Deterministic execution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluates properties by expressing them into simpler formulas.</td>
<td>Evaluates properties by expressing them into simpler formulas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explicit description of liveness and safety (using min/max prefixes).</td>
<td>Implicit description of liveness and safety (depending on the use of “eventually” or not).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>false meaning depends on whether a liveness (“always”) or safety (“eventually”) is used.</td>
<td>false has only one meaning – the property was not satisfied.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimal separation of concerns.</td>
<td>Applies separation of concerns by defining properties in a separate XML file.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined with test cases generator (Extension [ABG+04]).</td>
<td>Testing is performed manually or during actual system execution.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: Eagle vs. Deterministic Discrete Duration Calculus Assertions

### 3.2.2 Java-Monitoring and Checking (Java-MaC)

Java-MaC is a prototype implementation of the more generic Monitoring and Checking (MaC) framework [KKL+01]. The section succinctly describes the MaC framework and later compares it with D³CA framework.

The MaC architecture, depicted in Figure 3.2, consists of two phases. The phases are referred to as static and run-time.

During the static phase the MaC architecture generates three modules that are used to monitor and check the program. The first module is a filter that observes changes in the program variables and reports the change to the second module, which identifies interesting events. The filter also acts as a mapping mechanism between the implementation variables and the high-level variables used in the formal specifications.

In MaC, formal specifications are described in two languages, primitive event definition language (PEDL) and meta event definition language (MEDL). The usage of two separate languages aid in separating concerns related to the high-level end of specifications and the
The event recogniser is defined over PEDL-defined properties. On event recognition, an event instance is initialised and time-stamped. The event instance initialisation consists of the trace that caused the event together with a related value. The value of the event is then used by the run-time checker to determine the state’s validity. The time-stamp is used to reflect the time when the event has been raised. The timestamp reflects the time in relation to the monitored program.

The run-time checker evaluates the system description described in MEDL with the event values received. When a property is not satisfied the run-time checker takes care of reporting the issue.

The run-time phase caters for execution of the system and performing the process of information gathering and flow between the different MaC modules.

MaC architecture and D³CA framework have a number of similarities. Some of these are the use of three-valued logic variables, a mapper from implementation variables to specification variables and two phases of execution. The static phase is similar to the weaving performed by D³CA. MaC and D³CA generate the validation engine from a properties description file. The run-time phase where low-level changes are reported to the high-level checker is also quite similar. However, the MaC filter watches for changes in variables and calls/returns to/from functions, whereas the D³CA framework requires the user to specify the interesting points of observation.

Although the general architecture of D³CA and MaC is similar, both frameworks approach the solution from different angles. The MaC framework provides two description languages to specify the properties. The use of different languages and the duplication of property
specification becomes cumbersome in maintaining large systems. On the contrary, the use of QDDC properties in D³CA is effortless.

The property checker provided by MaC and D³CA also differs. In MaC the checker program is a separate process which communicates with the program using the TCP protocol. The separation of the validation engine from the system lessens the space and time requirements of the system. Nevertheless, it removes the direct synchrony provided by D³CA between current state in implementation and automata state.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MaC</th>
<th>D³CA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Uses two languages PEDL and MEDL to formally define the system.</td>
<td>Uses only QDDC for specifying properties.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear Temporal logic</td>
<td>Interval temporal logic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Executes remotely over TCP.</td>
<td>Part of the program execution code.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uses dedicated language</td>
<td>Uses programming language together with XML.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thread safe.</td>
<td>Current implementation is not thread safe.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uses three-valued logic variables.</td>
<td>Uses three-values logic variables.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two phases: static and run-time.</td>
<td>Two phases: pre-compilation and run-time.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.3: MaC vs. Deterministic Discrete Duration Calculus Assertions

### 3.2.3 Temporal Rover

Temporal Rover is a proprietary project by Time-Rover. The project consists of three modules, Temporal Rover which performs run-time checking, DBRover which allows remote monitoring and ATG-Rover, which generates test cases for the high-level specifications being tested.

Temporal Rover specifies the properties to be observed in linear-time temporal logic (LTL) and metric temporal logic (MTL) [Dru00, Dru01, DF04]. LTL is used to specify the properties under test, however it lacks an adequate representation of time. To equip Temporal Rover with relative or real-time constraints, MTL is used in conjunction to LTL. The use of two temporal logics contrasts with D³CA, which through the use of Discrete QDDC attains both time description and most of the power endowed by LTL. Nevertheless, MTL endows Temporal Rover with the ability to define properties in bounded time.

The properties are expressed as commented assertions. The logic used for describing the assertions does not provide adequate interval containment, hence the assertion has to be
The design of Temporal Logic allows non-deterministic or time-unbounded properties to be specified, which increase the validation’s degree of complexity. The problem is surmounted by having each property provide some of the four action conditions. The conditions available are:

1. Successful so far – A log message indicating that the property has been satisfied till now. This condition is useful when checking safety properties.

2. Failed so far – A message reporting that the property has not yet been satisfied. Ideal for determining the satisfiability of liveness properties.

3. Finalise – A condition specifying the action to be taken when the assertion is considered to hold for the future once satisfied.

4. Next run – This condition specifies what property should be checked on the next encounter with the assertion.

The first two conditions are provided to keep a trace of the properties that are being evaluated and whether they are being satisfied or not. These properties are useful in situations where the boolean value `false` has an ambiguous meaning. The third condition, “finalise”, provides a suitable option for optimising validation. Consider a formula that is
expected to become true during the execution, ◇Property. When the property evaluates
to true it is considered to have been satisfied. Therefore, in the “finalise” condition the
property can be forced to be removed from the validation system as it will always return
true. The “next run” condition allows the property to be rechecked on every encounter.
The ‘next” condition also allows a property to be checked once and pass control to another
assertion.

A dissimilarity between Temporal Rover and D^3CA is that the former provides remote
monitoring, which aims for embedded systems. In embedded systems, memory and pro-
cessing power are typically very small and limited. With the use of DBRover, Temporal
Rover splits the monitoring in two separate entities. The first entity runs on the embedded
system which takes care of computing small sub-property satisfaction and sending new in-
formation to the second entity. The second entity runs on a hosting PC, located anywhere,
and takes care of running the run-time checking.

Concurrent systems are a common trend in applications. Temporal Rover allows concurrent
systems to be specified, however this leads to race-conditions and deadlocks. Therefore
Temporal Rover extends the assertions language with the capacity of defining locks at
the specification level. The locks are used by assertions to check that while part of the
specification is holding a lock, no other concurrent section gets the lock in the meantime.

In Drusinsky [Dru00] the algorithm used by Temporal Rover to perform run-time is reported
to be of complexity $O(n^2)$ where $n$ is the size of the temporal formula being checked.
Table 3.4 summarises the comparison between Temporal Rover and D^3CA.

3.2.4 Runtime Monitors Assertions (RTMAssertions)

Most of the work in validation consists in defining a framework for verifying properties at
runtime, which provides its own mechanism for adding temporal properties and observation
points. Thaker [Tha05] shows how temporal logic assertions can be integrated using tradi-
tional assertions and aspect-oriented programming, which developers of large scale systems
are already used to.

LTL properties can be classified as past or future. Past properties require to keep infor-
mation about the state variables as they go along. An example of a past property is $\mathcal{HP}$
which states the “the property $P$ must have been always true in the past”, Definition 3.3.
On the contrary, future properties tend to specify the expected behaviour of the system. In
most of the cases, future properties are easier to evaluate because once initialised they can
constantly be checked for validity. An advantage of future properties over past properties
is that no extra space is consumed for storing a trace of the execution. Thaker [Tha05]
concentrates on future properties, although states that the same approach can be also taken
When performing validation, it is important to specify what defines a state. In RTMAssertions, a state is defined as the tuple \((\text{interesting point}, \{\text{variable values}\})\), where the interesting point is defined by an annotation that breaks the program execution to perform validation. The set of variable values passes the current state to the monitoring assertions.

An emerging technique for separating different concerns is Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP). AOP allows aspects that cross between execution points to be defined separately and then through annotations dynamically woven into the targeted source code. LTL properties tend to stand globally over the system, therefore AOP is a good technique for providing a two layer programming: the lower layer being the actual implementation and the top layer representing the system in LTL formulae.

The top layer of RTMAssertions is composed of two modules. The first module converts LTL formula into a representative Abstract Syntax Tree (AST), which is then dispatched to the second module. The AST is constructed by using standard compiling techniques over LTL formulae. The second module generates an RTM tree equivalent to the AST received. The RTM tree is then combined with an RTM framework, which provides the implementation of the RTM tree nodes. The coalescence of the tree, framework and program source code is performed by the AOP weaver.

RTMAssertions are evaluated by initially decomposing them into tangible subformulae,
mainly to their atomics, Figure 3.3. Starting from the atomics leaves of the RTM tree, and moving back to the original formula parent node of the tree, the formulae are evaluated using the current system state variable values. The result of the formula evaluation can be either one of the traditional boolean values true or false, or pending, that is the formula cannot yet determine its final result. A formula is considered to be valid only if at the end of the execution its value is true.

Thaker [Tha05] has extended the system implementation with Java PathFinder, a model checker. The final results of RTMAssertions and Java PathFinder were compared and it was found that RTMAssertions are limited in their coverage. The results also showed that if the assertions are well placed around the code, the result over a single execution path is nearly equivalent to that of a model checker over the same execution path.

RTMAssertions and D^3CA are very similar. These similarities are outlined in Table 3.5. The main difference between the two is that RTMAssertions uses AOP to achieve separation of concerns while D^3CA uses a simple AOP like engine. Another difference is in the logic used to represent the system. RTMAssertions uses LTL which defines time as unbounded in the future, hence all properties must be constantly checked. On the contrary, D^3CA define properties over intervals, allowing properties to be checked within their respective interval.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RTMAssertions</th>
<th>D^3CA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Linear Temporal Logic statements are used to define properties.</td>
<td>QDDC statements are used to define properties.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTL statements represented as AST.</td>
<td>QDDC statements are converted to Lustre expressions that are stored as AST.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assertion point defined as a mark-up annotation.</td>
<td>Assertion point defined as a mark-up annotation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assertion comments are converted to code in a new and identical file.</td>
<td>Assertion comments are converted to code in a new and identical file.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uses AOP tools.</td>
<td>Defines its own weaving engine.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does not check for order of events – it is assumed in logic.</td>
<td>Checks for order of events using interval concatenation operator (“chop”).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.5: RTMAssertions vs. D^3CA

### 3.2.5 Other projects

The three projects mentioned above are considered to be on the same lines of D^3CA. However, a number of other projects have been undertaken in the attempt to define a generic framework for using formal specifications at run-time. This section describes some other validation projects in a succinct way.
Temporal Specifications in Parallel Debugging. The projects described above, as well as D³CA, require that the developer and the tester either be the same person or the tester has a good knowledge of the development process. They also increase the space and time requirements of the system. Kusper et al. [KSL02] proposed the idea of using runtime assertions as part of a parallel debugger.

This idea consists in creating a program like structure which describes a state machine representing the system. Each state consists of the formulae that are expected to hold inside the state. During the debugging stage the debugger executes the program as usual in parallel to the state machine program. This allows both the visualisation of the program states together with an underlying runtime verification on the program.

The benefit of the approach is that the program tested and the program released are identical. It also releases the tester and developer from the mathematical knowledge imposed by temporal logics because the temporal specifications can be prepared by a third person. Therefore, the tester can concentrate in detecting errors, which may differ from the user’s actual needs.

Java PathExplorer (JPaX). JPaX is a large project carried out by NASA in the attempt to define a framework that uses temporal logic specifications as part of runtime debugging [HR04]. JPaX modifies the Java bytecode through JTrek such that whenever observation points are encountered, an execution trace (a stream of events) is generated and submitted to the JPaX validation engine either through a plain file or over sockets. The validation engine checks the execution trace received with the temporal logic specifications provided. An additional feature supported by JPaX is concurrent analysis, which checks the execution trace for possible deadlocks and race conditions.

RT-MaC: Runtime Monitoring and Checking of Quantitative and Probabilistic Properties. RT-MaC extends the MaC framework with time-bound temporal operators. The introduction of time-bound operators endow the MaC framework with the ability to specify quantitative properties required by real-time systems [SLS05]. MaC handles concurrent systems that introduce non-determinism. Non-determinism in real-time specifications is a complex issue to handle. RT-MaC surmounts the problem by allowing the use of probabilistic properties, on which it applies statistical analysis.

The MaC framework uses two languages, PEDL and MEDL, to describe properties, section §3.2.2. PEDL is a low-level specification language thus it is tied to the implementation and requires no changes. On the contrary, MEDL is a high-level specification language and is used to define mathematical-like notation. MEDL lacks in supporting time-bound operators that allow quantitative properties to be defined. RT-MaC extends MEDL with time-bound operators similar to Metric Temporal Logic (MTL).
RT-MaC is more expressive and flexible than D³CA. However, the use of MTL operators and the lack of supporting domain specific notation leads RT-MaC to be more difficult to use.

**Monitoring Algorithms for MTL Specifications.** Thati et. al. [TR04] presents a solution for using MTL properties at runtime without having to store the execution trace. That is, events are consumed whenever they are raised therefore releasing the application from having to store the execution trace. This produce/consume procedure is similar to the parallel debugging project.

The MTL properties are translated into executable code through the use of a tableaux, where each operator is represented by an algorithm. The use of a tableaux and the nature of MTL properties leads the monitoring system to grow exponentially with the size and number of MTL properties. The exponential growth contrasts with the linear growth of D³CA. D³CA achieves a linear growth by converting the QDDC formulae into symbolic automata.

**Jassda.** The Java library implementing Design by Contract, Jass, lead researchers to try to develop something more robust. The first attempt was JassTA (Jass with Trace Assertions), which like Temporal Rover and D³CA, uses a pre-compiler to integrate specifications inside the execution code. However, as resulted from all the projects using a pre-compiler, the space and time requirements of the system under test increase drastically.

Jassda manages to reduce the space requirements of the observed system through the use of CSP channels that enhance the observing system with a suitable mechanism to describe concurrent systems. The CSP channels are integrated with the Java Debugger, hence, do not form part of the monitored system. A drawback of Jassda is that it does not provide time operators which are of critical necessity for checking real-time systems.

**Runtime verification of Concurrent Haskell programs.** Haskell is a lazy functional language that is hard to debug. The project proposes an LTL library which simplifies the debugging of concurrent Haskell programs [SH04]. The developer is in charge of defining the LTL properties as Haskell programs, and to insert verification points whenever they are necessary. Relying on the expressiveness of Haskell, the LTL library endows the developer with the ability to dynamically insert new LTL properties at runtime. The library in subject provides a powerful debugging mechanism, which on violation of an error returns a trace of the execution.
3.3 Monitoring-Oriented Programming (MoP)

A number of validation projects have been undertaken in the last decade. Each project provides its own mechanism and engine to integrate and evaluate formal specifications during the system execution. Chen and Roşu [CR03] suggest a generic and abstract framework, which attempts to simplify the integration of formal specifications written in any mathematical notation into monitoring code. The framework emphasises the concept of using monitors to validate program executions, hence, its name Monitoring-Oriented Programming (MoP).

MoP integrates the monitoring system without modifying the host language and compiler. This issue is similar to D³CA and Temporal Rover but different from Java-MaC and Java PathExplorer that modify the compiler generated bytecode.

The integration of formal specifications as runtime monitors is likely to be required only during development and testing phases, and might not be present in the final product. To simplify the move from testing to release version, MoP suggests that formal specifications be introduced as annotations. An annotation is a tuple [CR03] consisting of

{logic specifier, logic specification, failure handler}.

The use of annotated tuples is similar to D³CA and other validation tools, although the logic specifier entity in the annotation tuple is not required because they handle a single logic notation.

MoP concept enforces the need of a basic platform on which to define any logic notation. The platform endows the framework to be generic, flexible and provides a simple specification language, mainly primitive predicates and formulae. D³CA also provides a similar platform by using a simple simulated Lustre environment that allows any logic notation to be encoded into symbolic automata with a predefined cost. MoP separates the monitoring code in two modules. The first module is the “code generator”, which converts the supplied observation formulae into their representative code recognisable by the second module, the “logic engine”. The code generator in D³CA consists of two modules: the parser generating the abstract syntax tree of the formula that is used by Lustre to evaluate property validity.

MoP specifications separates the two concepts of generation and evaluation. The separation of concepts leads MoP to be more flexible in the integration of new logic notations. MoP flexibility is furtherly enhanced by allowing the interaction between the code generators and logic engines free from any standardisation. D³CA provides a similar separation by having the Lustre platform for low-level integration and the QDDC logic engine for defining the formal specifications.
Figure 3.4: MoP [CR03] and D³CA workflow comparison.
An important issue when using monitors for observing system behaviour is whether to use inline or offline monitoring. Inline monitoring is when the annotations are replaced with the monitoring program code by using the monitored system resources. The benefit of using inline monitoring is that the actual program state is used during the evaluation and the falsity of a property is immediately reported. The major disadvantage of inlining is that deadlocks or unexpected terminations are not triggered by the monitors. In most systems, especially embedded systems, the resources are limited and therefore inlining is infeasible. Offline monitoring allows the monitoring code to run as a separate entity from the monitored system. In offline monitoring the annotations are replaced with code that transmits the state to the monitoring program. An advantage of using offline monitoring is that it allows multiple programs to be checked simultaneously, which is ideal for concurrent systems where the execution path is non-deterministic. Nevertheless, it requires adequate program state representation in order to identify the instance when the program failure occurred. MoP does not specify whether the monitors generated by the code generators are inline or offline but rather leaves the decision to the person designing the code generator for the specific logic. The reason for no specification about the type of monitor is that each logic is specific to a particular domain, therefore whether inline or offline monitoring is chosen cannot be predetermined. D³CA is specific to deterministic QDDC properties defined as inline properties. In order to use the deterministic QDDC presented later, Section §4.1, some of the notation semantics require to be changed.

The motivation behind MoP is to provide a general framework that can be considered as a light-weight formal method. Formal methods tend to analyse a system from all possible execution paths and view, therefore they are expensive and highly non-scalable. MoP provides a light version of formal methods where the analysis is performed on a single execution path and at runtime. The disadvantage is that although the verified path can be guaranteed to be correct, the system in general still cannot be guaranteed. On the other hand, scalability is obtained as a payoff of the approach.

From the above description of the MoP conceptual framework and its parallel relation with D³CA, it is clear that the foundations of D³CA maps exactly to the MoP concept, Figure 3.4. Therefore, D³CA can be considered as a specific implementation of MoP with Deterministic QDDC as the testing logic notation.
Part II

Discrete and Deterministic subset of Duration Calculus Assertions ($D^3CA$)
Chapter 4

QDDC to Symbolic Automata

One of the solutions to model a system is by modelling it as automata. This chapter outlines the approach for defining a system model using automata generated using QDDC properties.

The first step towards defining runtime monitors, is to translate the formal specifications into automata. A common technique for defining (interval) temporal logic monitors as automata is to provide a number of transformation rules. The rules describe how the notation can be simplified in order to reflect program execution sequence. A detailed analysis of how logic notation semantics can be used to define the transformation rules is provided by Geilen [Gei01]. Following the principle proposed by Geilen and the work done by Gonnord et al, the monitors introduced in this dissertation are defined as symbolic automata. A symbolic automaton is a collection of formulae that represent the automaton states.

In section §2.2, Duration Calculus notation has been restricted to its decidable subset, QDDC. The non-determinism of QDDC makes it inappropriate for runtime monitors [GHR04] because handling non-determinism requires elaborated solutions. Non-determinism handling requires complex solutions because at a non-deterministic branch the correct execution path must be chosen before knowing what occurs in the future. Henceforth, to simplify the adoption and integration of QDDC monitors, the monitors presented are restricted to the deterministic subset of QDDC.

As to avoid QDDC non-determinism, we propose a further restricted Duration Calculus notation, which is deterministic and discrete. The obtained notation is defined in terms of QDDC and its execution semantics are provided in Lustre syntax. The synchronous data-flow programming language Lustre is used for the semantics as it allows resources required by monitors to be predetermined. The chapter provides a simple introduction to Lustre as to facilitate the understanding of the semantics presented.
4.1 Deterministic QDDC

The non-deterministic nature of QDDC requires the monitoring system to be equipped with knowledge about the future. During software executions states are created once they are entered, therefore, the past is known. The restriction of having only past values leads us to restrict QDDC to its deterministic subset.

It is necessary to define the concept of propositions that is the bases of the deterministic QDDC notation.

**Definition 4.1.** *(Propositions.)* Let us first define propositions as the bases of the notation. A proposition is a simple statement that can be either true or false.

\[
P ::= \text{false} \\
| \text{true} \\
| p \quad (p \text{ variable } \rightarrow \text{ B}) \\
| \neg P \quad (\text{not } P) \\
| P \lor P \quad (P \text{ or } P) \\
| P \land P \quad (P \text{ and } P) \\
| P \Rightarrow P \quad (P \text{ implies } P) \\
| P \Leftrightarrow P \quad (P \text{ iff } P) \\
| P \oplus P \quad (P \text{ xor } P)
\]

The first restriction over QDDC is that the point interval, \([P]^0\), can only be used at the boundaries of intervals.

**Definition 4.2.** *(True at the beginning of the interval.)* A proposition, \(P\), evaluates to true at the beginning of the interval.

\[
\text{begin}(P) \triangleq [P]^0 \wedge \text{tt}
\]

**Definition 4.3.** *(True at the end of the interval.)* A proposition, \(P\), is true at the end of the interval.

\[
\text{end}(P) \triangleq \text{tt} \wedge [P]_0
\]

The QDDC length (\(\eta \leq c\)), the number of true evaluations of \(P\) (\(\Sigma P \leq c\)), constantly true for non-point intervals ([\([P]\)] are deterministic, thus they are left in our restricted subset. Here it must be noted that the set of comparison operators is restricted the less than (<), less than or equal to (\(\leq\)) and equal to (\(=\)) operators.

**Definition 4.4.** *(Age of a proposition.)* The age of a proposition, \(P\), is determined by the number of consecutive true values at the end of the interval.

\[
\text{age}(P) \leq c \triangleq \neg (\text{tt} \wedge[P] \land \eta > c)
\]
Definition 4.5. *(Eventually true in the initial prefix.)* A duration formula is expected to become true during the initialisation of a subinterval.

\[ \Diamond_b D \overset{df}{=} \lambda I : \text{Intv} \cdot D^\forall tt \]

Definition 4.6. *(True for every initial prefix.)* A duration formula is expected to be true during the initialisation of a subinterval.

\[ \Box_b D \overset{df}{=} \neg \Diamond_b \neg D \]

The chop operator in QDDC is non-deterministic as the interval division cannot be predetermined. Nevertheless, the chop operator can be used deterministically [GHR04]. The chop is deterministic when the interval division is determined by the first false evaluation of the right hand side expression.

Definition 4.7. *(then operator.)* The “then” operator provides a deterministic chop operator where the LHS of the operator is only executed on the first false occurrence of the RHS.

The definition of the “then” operator is composed of two expressions separated with the or operator. The first expression states that the formula \( D_1 \) is initially constantly true. After an interval of at least length 1 time unit, the formula \( D_1 \) evaluates to false for the first time. The instance when it evaluates to false, \( D_2 \) must evaluate to true.

In discrete-time intervals, the minimum length of an interval is of 1 time unit. Therefore, on the occasions where formula \( D_1 \) is false at the beginning of the interval, the first expression evaluates to false irrespective of \( D_2 \)’s value. To counter for these situations, the definition is extended with the second expression. The second expression states that if \( D_1 \) is initially false, then \( D_2 \) must be true for the entire interval.

The “then” operator defined in QDDC terms can be misleading thus it is defined formally.

\[
D_1 \text{ then } D_2 \overset{df}{=} \lambda I : \text{Intv} \cdot \exists J, K : \text{Intv} \cdot \exists m \in I \cdot \\
I = J ; m ; K \land (\Box_b D_1 (J) \land \neg D_1 (J ; m) \land \Box_b D_2 (m ; K)) \lor \\
(\neg D_1 (I_b) \land \Box_b D_2 (I))
\]
Deterministic QDDC formulae can be combined using boolean logic operators.

**Definition 4.8.** *(Deterministic QDDC expression.)* An expression consists in the application of basic logic operators on deterministic QDDC formulae.

For any two formulae $D_1$ and $D_2$

\[
\neg D_1 \overset{df}{=} \lambda I : \text{Intv} \cdot \neg D_1(I)
\]
\[
(D_1 \lor D_2) \overset{df}{=} \lambda I : \text{Intv} \cdot D_1(I) \lor D_2(I)
\]
\[
(D_1 \land D_2) \overset{df}{=} \lambda I : \text{Intv} \cdot D_1(I) \land D_2(I)
\]
\[
(D_1 \Rightarrow D_2) \overset{df}{=} \lambda I : \text{Intv} \cdot D_1(I) \Rightarrow D_2(I)
\]
\[
(D_1 \Leftrightarrow D_2) \overset{df}{=} \lambda I : \text{Intv} \cdot D_1(I) \Leftrightarrow D_2(I)
\]

A number of derivable operators can be introduced without loss of determinism. The first derivable operator is the “eventually true”, whose semantics are restricted to the “eventually true in the initial prefix” as to keep determinism. Here it must be noted that although the “eventually true” operator can be defined with minor losses, the “always” operator cannot be introduced because it requires fresh counters to be created for each subinterval.

**Definition 4.9.** *(Eventually true.)* A deterministic QDDC formula must evaluate to true at least once within the interval.

\[
\Diamond D \overset{df}{=} \lceil\neg D \rceil^0 \sim \text{tt}
\]

**Definition 4.10.** *(True for entire interval $\lceil P \rceil$)* A state expression $P$ holds for the entire interval including at the end point.

\[
\lceil P \rceil \overset{df}{=} \lceil P \rceil^0
\]

Using the initial deterministic subset it is defined as,

\[
\llbracket P \rrbracket \overset{df}{=} \lceil P \rceil \lor \text{end}(P)
\]

**Definition 4.11.** *(Must hold before $<\sim\rangle$)* Given any two basic deterministic QDDC formulae $F_1$ and $F_2$, $F_1 <\sim\rangle F_2$ states that $F_1$ must evaluate to true exactly one step before $F_2$ evaluates to true.

\[
F_1 <\sim\rangle F_2 \overset{df}{=} \lceil F_2 \rceil^0 \Rightarrow \lceil \neg F_1 \rceil^0
\]
**Definition 4.12.** *(For at least \((\delta \rightharpoonup)\)) Given any two basic deterministic QDDC formulae \(F_1\) and \(F_2\), \(F_1 \delta \rightharpoonup F_2\) states that from the first instance formula \(F_1\) becomes true and remains true then \(F_2\) must also hold for at least \(\delta\) steps.

\[
F_1 \delta \rightharpoonup F_2 \overset{df}{=} \square([\lnot F_1]^{\leq 0}([- F_1] \land \eta < \delta) \Rightarrow [F_2])
\]

**Definition 4.13.** *(Consecutive repetition.)* Consider a formula \(D\) that defines a cyclic behaviour. Given that the behaviour can be defined recursively then the formula can be said to apply for a number of times.

\[
D^1 \overset{df}{=} D
\]

\[
D^k \overset{df}{=} D \text{ then } D^{k-1}
\]

**Definition 4.14.** *(Kleene Plus Closure.)* Sometimes it might be necessary that a duration formula is checked repeatedly for a number of times. The Kleene star closure specifies that a formula can hold for an unspecified number of consecutive intervals.

\[
D^\ast \overset{df}{=} \exists n : \mathbb{N} \cdot n > 1 \land D^n
\]

### 4.2 Lustre environment

Lustre is a dataflow synchronous language [HCRP91]. Synchronous programming languages apply the *synchrony hypothesis*, which states that each reaction is performed instantaneously to external events [Hal98, BG92, Hou02]. In other words, the hypothesis states that programs and actions are considered to be atomic and take no time to execute.

Dataflow programming languages are ideal for implementing reactive and real-time systems because people from these fields are traditionally oriented in using network of operators for transforming flows of data [Hal98]. However, Lustre provides a restricted subset of dataflow primitives and structures. This subset consists of memory bounded constructs as to allow memory and time requirements to be predetermined and to be easily simulated in other languages.

For better understanding of algorithms presented in this report, a fragment of Lustre is presented in this section. It is beyond this section’s scope to discuss Lustre as a programming language. Details on Lustre can be obtained from [HCRP91, Hal98, BCE+03].

The synchrony hypothesis refers to time where the definition of time must include two aspects from the three characteristics of a chronological clock. A chronological clock provides partial ordering of events, simultaneity of events and delays between events [LG91]. Lustre
as a synchronous programming language provides a concept of clock that uses the program cyclic behaviour to define clock ticks (1 time unit). This type of clock is referred to as the basic clock. The binding of clock ticks with the programs cyclic behaviour allows the n th tick to provide the n th system state configuration, enforcing the no time concept of the hypothesis.

Lustre provides three basic data types: boolean, integer and real. Each variable is required to be declared and to be associated a data type on declaration. Expression variables are declared as “X = E” where X is the variable name and E the equation (expression) that provides the only possible definition for variable X.

A number of basic operators are provided, which include the traditional operators on data types, relational operators and the if..then..else conditional operator. The set of operators also contains some special operators, such as the “previous” and “followed by” operators amongst others.

**Definition 4.15.** (Previous.) The “previous” (pre()) operator returns the value of the state variable at the previous cycle except at the start of an interval where the previous value of a state variable is undefined. Formally,

\[
\text{pre}(X) \equiv \lambda t : T_N \cdot \begin{cases} 
X(t-1) & t > 0 \\
\text{undefined} & t = 0
\end{cases}
\]

**Definition 4.16.** (Followed by.) The second special operator is the “followed by” (→). The operator is used to concatenate two streams together, where the first stream is taken as an initial value of the second stream.

\[
X \rightarrow Y \equiv \lambda t : T_N \cdot \begin{cases} 
X(0) & t = 0 \\
Y(t) & t > 0
\end{cases}
\]

**Example 4.17.** Consider a simple counter that add 1 to the previous value of a variable X. For the purpose of illustrating the effects of using the “followed by” and pre() operators, the previous value of X is initialised to 1.

\[
X = 1 \rightarrow \text{pre}(X) + 1
\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>cycle</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pre(X)</td>
<td>undefined</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lustre allows well initialised memories to be used. To simplify the reading of algorithms, the pre operator is taken to be a well initialised. When the pre() is applied over a boolean variable then the initial value is taken as false while for integer variables the initial value is taken as 0.
In D³CA, Lustre is used to simplify the validation process into an infinite loop over the sequence of dataflow primitives and structures. Also, by simulating Lustre in D³CA allows the adoption of Gonnord et al. transformations – from QDDC to symbolic automata [GHR04].

4.3 Helper functions

Programming languages, including Lustre, provide propositional logic, and some logic and numeric operators, which are enough to directly translate deterministic QDDC to their semantic code. Hence, a number of generic helper functions are defined as an aid to simplify the translation process.

Definition 4.18. (after\(p\).) An important function in interval temporal logic is to determine whether a state variable \(p\) is true or has been true at least once in the past. The after\(p\) is lazily evaluated as,

\[
\text{after}(p) = \text{pre(after}(p)) \lor p
\]

The after method returns true if the state variable \(P\) is true in the current clock tick. However, some properties might be required to hold in the past for the current proposition to hold. The after method would not directly suite this situation, therefore, a more restricting after is defined next.

Definition 4.19. (strict\_after\(p\).) The state variable \(p\) has been true in the past.

\[
\text{strict\_after}(p) = \text{pre}(p) \lor \text{pre(strict\_after}(p))
\]

Definition 4.20. (always\_since\(p, b\).) A state variable \(p\) has been true for the entire interval started at clock cycle \(b\). The formula is lazily encoded as,

\[
\text{always\_since}(p, b) = (\text{pre(always\_since}(p, b)) \lor b) \land p
\]

Definition 4.21. (first\(p, b\).) The first method returns true only on the first oc-
currence of the proposition $p$ from the start of interval, denoted as $b$. Defined in Lustre as,

$$first(p, b) = \begin{cases} true & \text{ if } after(b) \\ false & \text{ else } \end{cases}$$

then $p \land \neg(strict\_after(p))$
else false

The above helper functions all return either true or false, nevertheless QDDC notation makes use of summation hence requiring methods to return numbers.

**Definition 4.22.** (nb\_since($p, b$).) The first method required is to count the number of times a state variable is true within an interval. The counting is achieved as follows,

$$nb\_since(p, b) = \begin{cases} true & \text{ if } after(b) \land p \\ false & \text{ else } \end{cases}$$

then pre(nb\_since(p, b)) + 1
else pre(nb\_since(p, b))

**Definition 4.23.** (age($p, b$).) The age method determines the number of consecutive clock cycles the state variable $P$ is true.

The $age(p, b)$ operator is evaluated as,

$$age(p, b) = \begin{cases} 0 \rightarrow pre(age(p, b)) + 1 & \text{ if } after(b) \land p \\ 0 & \text{ else } \end{cases}$$

**Definition 4.24.** (Rising Edge.) The rising edge operator indicates when the state variable becomes true from false.

In Lustre syntax the function can be defined as,

$$rising\_edge(p) = \begin{cases} true & \text{ if } \neg(pre(b)) \land p \\ false & \text{ else } \end{cases}$$

**Definition 4.25.** Distance between identical events. Some safety requirements require that an event becomes true only if it has been false for a number of clock cycles.

The distance between identical events can be programmed as,

$$distance\_between\_events(D, \delta, b) = \begin{cases} true & \text{ if } rising\_edge(D) \land age(\neg D, b) \geq \delta \\ false & \text{ else } \end{cases}$$

then $D \land \neg(after(\neg D))$
else false
4.4 Deterministic QDDC Operators Semantics

The logic tools provided by programming languages allows only evaluation of simple propositions. The following table shows how a proposition can be evaluated recursively in order to determine its truth value. The column $A_P(I)$ shows how the value of property $P$ is obtained for interval $I$, where in the case of propositions it is a point interval referring to the current clock cycle.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$P$</th>
<th>$A_P(I)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>$p$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\neg P$</td>
<td>$\text{not } A_P(I)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_1 \land P_2$</td>
<td>$A_{P_1}(I) \land A_{P_2}(I)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_1 \lor P_2$</td>
<td>$A_{P_1}(I) \lor A_{P_2}(I)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_1 \Rightarrow P_2$</td>
<td>$\text{not } A_{P_1}(I) \lor A_{P_2}(I)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_1 \Leftrightarrow P_2$</td>
<td>$(\text{not } A_{P_1}(I) \land \text{not } A_{P_2}(I)) \lor (A_{P_1}(I) \land A_{P_2}(I))$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_1 \otimes P_2$</td>
<td>$(\text{not } A_{P_1}(I) \land A_{P_2}(I)) \lor (A_{P_1}(I) \land \text{not } A_{P_2}(I))$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Using propositions and the helper functions introduced in the previous section the transformation rules for the remaining deterministic QDDC notation can be defined.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>$A_{Notation}(I)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\begin{P}(P)\end{P}$</td>
<td>after($A_P(I)$ and $I_b$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\begin{P}[P]\end{P}$</td>
<td>strict_after($I_b$) and pre(always_since($A_P(I), I_b$))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\begin{P}[P]\end{P}$</td>
<td>always_since($P, I_b$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta \leq c$</td>
<td>nb_since(true,$I_b$) $\leq c$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Sigma P \leq c$</td>
<td>nb_since($A_P(I), I_b$) $\leq c$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{age}(P) \leq c$</td>
<td>age($A_P(I), I_b$) $\leq c$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{end}(P)$</td>
<td>after($I_b$) and $A_P(I)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_1 then D_2$</td>
<td>$A_{D_2}$(first(not $A_{D_1}(I), I_b$))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_1 \wedge D_2$</td>
<td>$A_{D_1}(I)$ and $A_{D_2}(I)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_1 \lor D_2$</td>
<td>$A_{D_1}(I)$ or $A_{D_2}(I)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\neg D$</td>
<td>not $A_D(I)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| $\Diamond D$ | if first($D, I_b$)  
  then true  
  else pre(eventually($D$)) |
| $D_1 \overset{\delta}{\leftarrow} D_2$ | if after($I_b$) and age(true,$I_b$) $< \delta$  
  then always_since($D_1 \wedge D_2, \delta$)  
  else pre(for_least($F_1, F_2, \delta$)) |
| $D_1 \leftarrow D_2$ | if first($D_2, I_b$)  
  then if pre($D_1$)  
  then true  
  else false  
  else pre(hold_before($F_1, F_2$)) |

### 4.5 Conclusion

This chapter introduced a subset of QDDC notation restricted to deterministic operators, together with their execution semantics. The chapter does not provide any proofs related to the equivalence between our restricted notation and QDDC. The syntax of the synchronous data-flow programming language Lustre has been introduced as a background for better understanding of the notation semantics. Lustre notation is used extensively in the next chapters.

The next chapter describes how the execution semantics presented here are used to monitor systems during runtime.
Chapter 5

Validation Engine

This chapter builds on the deterministic QDDC introduced in the previous chapter by describing a validation engine over the notation. The purpose of the validation engine is to extract system states during runtime and determine their correctness. Correctness checking is performed on a state-by-state bases by comparing the state with the deterministic QDDC properties obtained from the specifications.

The validation engine is defined through three modules:

1. The initialisation of the deterministic QDDC formulae as symbolic automata;
2. The integration of properties inside the system code; and
3. The validation process during runtime.

5.1 Symbolic Automata Initialisation

Writing properties in mathematical notation is cleaner and easy when compared to nested function calls. To keep validation writing as simple as possible, the formal specifications are specified in a separate file using a suitable representation, for example using XML syntax.

The formal specifications are passed to the symbolic automata generator. The automata generator output consists in a symbol table and a collection of Abstract Syntax Trees (ASTs). The symbol table contains the variables used by the symbolic automata. While the ASTs store a representation of the properties.

The most practical way of evaluating formulae is by evaluating the simplest parts first followed by the application of operators over the results. This evaluation process continues to evolve until the result of the original formula is obtained. Figure 5.2 depicts the evaluation
5.1.1 Space complexity

A formula represented in an AST consists in a number of operators, represented by non-leaf nodes, and propositions, the leaf nodes. Therefore, the amount of space required by the AST representation is $O(n)$, where $n$ is the number of nodes. The linearity in space complexity combined with the use of Lustre endows the validation engine with the capability of predetermining memory requirements.

**Example 5.1.** Consider the simple property $\text{begin}(P)$. Using the transformation rules provided in Section §4.4, the property is transformed into $\text{after}(b \land P)$. Thus the memory required is,
space needed = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{Boolean variable to store after result.} \\
1 & \text{To store the } b \land P \text{ result.} \\
2 & \text{Boolean variables to store the propositions.} \\
= 4 & \text{Boolean variables} 
\end{cases}

Boolean variables are typically represented using a byte\(^1\), therefore, four bytes are required. Applying some simple optimisations, the space required can be reduced to three bytes by storing the \( b \land P \) value directly in the `after` variable.

Figure 5.3 illustrates the AST representing the formula.

![AST representation of begin(P)](image)

5.2 Evaluation Process

The heart of validation is the process of verifying formal properties using the current system state. During the initialisation of the monitoring system the formal properties are converted into symbolic automata. The symbolic automata are stored as Abstract Syntax Trees (ASTs).

\[
\text{EVALUATE(Symbolic Automaton)} \\
\text{1 for each node starting from the leaf nodes} \\
\text{2 do expression variable ← evaluation node expression} \\
\text{3 Symbolic automaton validity result ← root node value}
\]

A practical way of evaluating a composite formula is by determining the values of atomic variables and then to apply operators over the obtained results. In the AST representation (Figure 5.2) the leaf nodes are the simplest to evaluate, as they are propositions. After evaluating the leaf nodes, the parent nodes of the leaves can be evaluated. Lines 1–2 perform the evaluation process starting from the simplest evaluations and move up along the tree hierarchy. The evaluation of the node expression is performed using the helper

\(^1\)Some programming language defines boolean as bit, nevertheless, due to memory management techniques a byte gets reserved.
functions, of Section §4.3, over the Lustre environment, Section §4.2. The property validity is determined by the result of the root node evaluation.

**Example 5.2.** Consider an evaluation tree representation of the property $\llbracket P \rrbracket$ then $\text{end}(P)$, Figure 5.4.

![Evaluation tree representation](image)

Figure 5.4: $\llbracket P \rrbracket$ then $\text{end}(P)$ – Evaluation tree representation

Starting the evaluation from the leaf nodes, the first evaluation to take place is to determine $P$’s value. For the scope of the evaluation, the value of $P$ is taken as being constantly true and the evaluation is taking place after the beginning to the interval.

Having determined the value of $P$ as true, the evaluation process moves to the parent nodes. The node at the first branch specifies that $P$ must hold for the entire interval. Using the execution semantics of Section §4.4, the node must evaluate the expression

$$\text{strict}_\text{after}(b) \text{ and pre}(\text{always}_\text{since}(A_F(I), b))$$

The function call $\text{strict}_\text{after}(b)$ returns true because it is not the first evaluation of the property. $\text{always}_\text{since}(A_F(I), b)$ also returns true as the value of $P$ is assumed to be constant. By anding the obtained results, the satisfiability of property $\llbracket P \rrbracket$ is determined. The next step is to evaluate the second branch. The evaluation of $\text{end}(P)$ also results to be valid.

Given the values of the two child branches, the evaluation of the root node can take place. The then node is evaluated as $A_{D_2}(\text{first} (\text{not} A_{D_1}(b, I)), I)$. The expression $A_{D_1}(b, I)$
is assigned the value of $[P]$, which is \textit{true}. Therefore, $\textit{first(not\ AD_1(b,I))}$ will return \textit{false}. The \textit{false} value indicates the second interval has not yet been started, therefore, the value of the root node is set to \textit{indeterminate}. The value of $\textit{end}(P)$ associated with the \textit{then}'s $AD_2$ parameter, is ignored. The result of the property satisfiability is \textit{indeterminate} because the first interval is still being satisfied.

5.2.1 Time complexity

The time complexity of the evaluation process consists on the number of nodes and the total number of functions called. On the assumption that each node visit consists in at least one function call then the time complexity is reducible to the number of function calls. This assumption is likely to hold because the leaf nodes are normally compensated by the indirect function calls.

$$\#(\text{node visits}) \leq \#(\text{function calls})$$

The system time complexity is effected by an $O(f)$, where $f$ is the number of function calls. Note that the evaluation time complexity also absorbs the cost of performing the function calls.

5.3 Validation Process

The validation process consists in two modules: the monitoring system, and a communication interface linking the validation engine and monitoring systems, Figure 5.5.

![Figure 5.5: System composition diagram](image-url)
5.3.1 Monitoring System

The monitoring system consists in two modules: a run-time checker and the Lustre environment. The run-time checker contains the list of the symbolic automata to be used by algorithm VALIDATE. The algorithm calls the evaluation process described earlier, which is executed on the Lustre environment.

```
VALIDATE
1  Stop system execution.  // Required for variable integrity
2  Update non-expression variables
3  for each symbolic automaton
   4    do Valid ← Evaluate(Symbolic automaton)
   5    if Valid == false
   6        then Error(Symbolic automaton)
   7  Resume system execution.  // On the assumption that the system
      was not aborted due to errors.
```

The validation engine determines the current system correctness by analysing the current system state. The state analysis is achieved by having the non-expression variables, the leaf nodes, updated before computing the expression variables, the non-leaf nodes. During the update it is important that the constant variables get updated too as to reflect the current state with respect to the previous states, Figure 5.6. In algorithm VALIDATE the updating of variables is performed on line 2.

![Figure 5.6: Lustre constant to system state relation](image)

An important feature of validation is its ability to provide information about the system state violating the specifications. Lines 1 and 7 in VALIDATE ensures that if the system state is incorrect it is immediately trapped and reported before it propagates. The breaking of the system execution is also important to keep the validation variables integrity.

The core of validation is the evaluation of formal specifications over the current system state. The monitoring system performs validation by traversing the list of symbolic automata and for each automaton invokes the evaluation process, lines 3–6.
The monitoring system performs the above process for each new state encountered. The use of Lustre environment for performing the validation endows the monitoring system with the synchrony hypothesis. That is, assuming that the monitoring engine’s time is based on the traversal of states than before performing the transition all properties has to be checked. Flowchart 5.7 shows the execution flow of the monitoring system.

![Validation process flowchart](figure57.png)

**Figure 5.7: Validation process flowchart**

### 5.3.2 Interface

The interface provides control over the monitoring system from the system under test. For an appropriate control over the monitored system, three control methods are required:

1. A synchronising call to the monitoring system to synchronise the state with the current system state;

2. Start/End the observation of a property; and

3. Update a variable to reflect new configuration.

The first control method, “synchronise”, is the validation driving mechanism. Whenever the “synchronise” control is encountered during the system execution, the validation process is performed. The second control instructs the validation engine that it must start or stop
observing a property. The last control passes the system state information to the validation engine. The information passed is used during the variable update step, line 2 in algorithm Validate.

![Sequence Diagram](image)

Figure 5.8: Sequence diagram illustrating flow control between the validation engine and the system.

## 5.4 Conclusion

This chapter detailed a validation engine for the discrete and deterministic subset of Duration Calculus. The validation engine has a space complexity of $\mathcal{O}(n)$ where $n$ is the number of subformulae to be evaluated. The time complexity of the system consists in a number of iterations over the properties. Therefore, the time complexity is of $\mathcal{O}(n)$, where $n$ is the number of function calls required to determine a property validity.

Although the logic notation used within this dissertation is specific for the synchronous evaluation, the validation engine presented is of generic nature.
Chapter 6

Prototypes of D$^3$CA

Chapters 4 and 5 provide a theoretical design for a validation engine whose properties are in a discrete and deterministic subset of Duration Calculus. This chapter fills the gap between the theoretical part and the actual implementation of the validation system.

This chapter details two implementation approaches to the validation engine, a raw approach and a “three state” approach.

The first approach is implemented using the C++ language. The implementation highlights the difficulties that arise if the validation engine integration is performed as part of the system code writing. Another point highlighted in the implementation is the difficulties that arise when using the boolean value false to indicate that a property has not been satisfied till now.

After detailing the C++ implementation, the theoretical framework is reimplemented in C#. The new implementation uses 3-valued logic variables instead of the boolean variables. The C# implementation provides an additional tool, which abstracts the user from the validation engine function calls through the use of annotations by automating the weaving process.

Before starting detailing the implementations, the transformation of the mathematical formulae to the Abstract Syntax Trees (ASTs) data structure is provided in the next section.

6.0.1 Getting to AST

Abstract Syntax Trees (ASTs) are chosen because their structure perfectly reflects the way a property is evaluated. In ASTs the leaf nodes cannot be decomposed further, therefore, they are considered to be atomic, simple propositions. The relation between the AST data
structure and the way properties are evaluated is best described through examples. The ASTs of the examples are illustrated in Figure 6.1.

**Example 6.1.** Consider the simple property `begin(P)`. The property is evaluated by first determining the truth of the propositions, `P` and `b`. The value of `P` is then passed to the function `after(P ∧ b)`, which will determine the property satisfiability.

**Example 6.2.** Now, consider the composite property `⌈⌈P⌉⌉ then end(P)`. The evaluation of the property is more complex due to the `then` operator. The `then` operator determines the satisfiability of the property by evaluating the RHS of the property, in our case `end(P)`. So the root of the AST has to be set to the return of `end` that according to the transformation rules is the `and` of two functions. The RHS of the root node is simply evaluated by determining the value of state variable `P`. On the contrary the value of the LHS consists in the evaluation of a subtree. The root node of the subtree is the function call to `after(b)`, related to the initial `end(P)` expression. Because the `end(P)` expression is called as a result of the `then` operator, the variable `b` is replaced by the call to the `first` function. The value of `first` is dependent on the value of expression `⌈⌈P⌉⌉`. Using the transformation rules expression `⌈⌈P⌉⌉` is evaluated by `and`ing the result of two function calls – `strict_after(b)` and `always_since(P, b)`. Because expression `⌈⌈P⌉⌉` is bound with the start of the interval, the variable `b` of the latter formulae indicates the start of the interval. Figure 6.1 shows the optimised AST generated for the property `⌈⌈P⌉⌉ then end(P)`.

The above two examples provides the relation of the AST structure to the evaluation flow of the properties.

![Figure 6.1: AST representation](image)
The use of ASTs for property evaluation is more efficient in terms of performance. The conversion from the mathematical notation to ASTs is performed through the use of an external parser generator. The parser class is generated using the ANTLR Parser Generator [P+05]. The ANTLR Parser Generator is chosen because using the same grammar it is able to generate the parse code in different programming languages.

6.1 $D^3$CA – C++

The C++ version presented helps in understanding the drawbacks of a raw implementation. This prototype also intends to show places where optimisation can take place.

The next three sub-sections discuss the C++ implementation. The discussion commence with the description of the Lustre Environment implementation. It then proceeds by describing the validation engine and concludes with a brief analysis. The next section describes the second prototype.

6.1.1 Lustre Environment

The Lustre environment consists in a library providing the definition of basic datatypes and the two Lustre special operators, pre and followed by. To allow the use of pre over variables, the datatypes are extended with a linked list, where the head of the list refers to the previous value.

The three basic datatypes have the same structure, as the one depicted below. The data field “Value” is used to hold the current value associated with the variable. Accessing the data field to perform operations can be tedious, especially if the number of variables is high. The classes defining the Lustre datatypes override the C++ type operators to reduce the efforts required to perform operations over the “Value” field.

**Data Structure “Lustre Integer”:**

```plaintext
int Value; {The value associated with the variable.}
Lustre Integer* Previous ← nil; {Pointer to the variable’s previous value.}
```

The followed by operator is used to initialise a variable’s value. In the C++ implementation the variables are initialised as classes, therefore, the followed by operator is hidden inside the datatype constructor. For example, the Lustre expression $1 \rightarrow X$ is programmed in Lustre as, "Lustre Integer $X = new$ Lustre Integer(1)."

In Lustre the pre method is more like an operator, example pre($X$). In our Lustre library
the operator is implemented as a method of the variable datatype, for example, \(X \rightarrow \text{pre}()\). The result of the method call is an object of the same type as the variable. Using recursive calls, \(X \rightarrow \text{pre}() \rightarrow \text{pre}()\), one can traverse the history of the variable.

The use of a linked list to hold the variable’s history consumes space. To limit the space used for history records, the constructor of each datatype is extended by a parameter defining the number of previous values to be held. Example,

\[
\text{Lustre Integer } X = \text{new Lustre Integer}(1, 3)
\]

states that the variable \(X\) is initialised to 1 and has a history log of up to 3 previous values.

### 6.1.2 Initialising

The initialisation of a monitoring property consists in converting the property to an AST, Section §6.0.1. During initialisation, the variables used by the evaluation process are stored into a symbol table. The symbol table consists in a vector holding a number of \texttt{SYMBOL} datatypes.

**Data Structure “SYMBOL”:**

- \texttt{string} Name; \{The variable’s reference name.\}
- \texttt{short int} Type; \{The Lustre type of the variable.\}
- \texttt{void*} Data; \{A pointer to the memory location holding the variable instance.\}
- \texttt{void*} Address; \{A pointer to the memory address mapped to the variable.\}

### 6.1.3 Validation Engine

The validation engine consists in an interface to the evaluation process. The symbolic automata evaluation is performed by traversing the AST structure in a bottom-up fashion. The ANTLR Parser Generator allows the tree traversal to be defined using the parser grammar. For the traversal class generation the parser file is modified to bind the logic function calls to the node visit algorithm.

The most important method call in the validation engine is \texttt{synchronise}. However, to compute the current state validity the state variables need to be updated. The user is supplied with a method that allows the variables to update their value. Before the \texttt{synchronise} method is called, the input and constant variables have to be updated by placing a call to the variable’s \texttt{Update()} method.

The \texttt{synchronise} method is a direct implementation of the \texttt{VALIDATE} algorithm, described
in Section §5.3.1. In the evaluation loop the tree traversal method is called for every AST.

6.1.4 Analysis

The design of the validation engine and the C++ implementation are quite similar. The use of Abstract Syntax Trees (ASTs) for storing the properties resulted in an efficient way and easy way of performing validation.

Although the monitoring system is efficient there is still room for improvement. The first drawback in the implementation is the use of `false` to indicate undecidability. Although the drawback is not visible to the end user, the complexity of evaluating the properties validity effects the computation performance. A solution to surmount the problem is to use three-valued variables, as described in the design chapters.

Another major drawback in the approach is the manually insertion of variable updates before synchronising. In systems where the number of variables is high, the process of inserting the update method calls becomes intractable. The problem is easily avoided through the use of a pre-compiler, which allow annotations to be placed instead of the actual validation controls.

In the next section the same system is reimplemented using C#. The new implementation follows more strictly the design and implements the solutions presented above for the two drawbacks mentioned. Note that a new language is chosen as to evaluate the benefits and abstraction obtainable from using ASTs and Lustre as the validation implementation platform.

6.2 #D³CA

The #D³CA is a reimplementation of the C++ prototype, however, it is extended with a weaver and three-valued variables.

6.2.1 Weaver

The weaving process consists of two phases. The first phase generates a validation class based on the assertions, which are passed through an external XML file\(^1\). The validation class generated is then linked to the project during compilation. The second phase consists in parsing the system source code for annotations, defined later. The annotations found are replaced with the actual validation code. Figure 6.2 illustrates the D³CA architecture.

\(^1\)Refer to Appendix B for samples of the XML file format.
Figure 6.2: $D^3$CA Architecture Overview.
The generation of the validation class consists in copying the class template. However, the constructor is extended such that it contains the validation engine calls to convert the properties into ASTs. During the parsing of the XML file, the variables that are marked as constant or as effected from the system execution are listed into a text file. The generated text file is used during the second phase of compilation. Note that a text file is used because the first and second phase are performed using two separate programs.

The parsing of annotated files is performed using a simple algorithm, which reads the input on a line by line bases. When an annotation is read, it is replaced with the appropriate code. The most complex part of the weaver is to handle the variables update when the synchronise annotation is found. Using the text file generated during the first phase, the variables listed in the file are added for update.

### 6.2.2 Annotations

The use of a weaver allows the insertion of annotations to manage the validation code integration. The weaver is able to identify five different annotations that provide instructions about managing the assertion evaluation. Note that the assertions per sé are not integrated into the code, like the traditional assertions, but placed as part of the validation engine. The five annotations are:

1. `<validation_engine: bind variable_name variable_value>`
2. `<validation_engine: unbind variable_name>`
3. `<validation_engine: start assertion_name>`
4. `<validation_engine: stop assertion_name>`
5. `<validation_engine: synchronise B>`

The first parameter of all annotations identify the validation engine(s), which must receive the annotated instruction.

Localisation of variables in the system code is a problem when it comes to validation. The validation properties require to access the system variables values from different segments of code. A simple solution is to declare all the variables in the global scope but global scoping leads the software to loss maintainability and clearness. The solution adopted in the #D³CA is to provide two annotations that allow validation variables to be bound to the system variable while it is in scope and to be unbound when the variable scope ends. The bind annotation takes two parameters, the name of the validation variable and the value to be assigned. The value can also refer to a system variable. The unbind annotation sets the variable to refer to its current value. Note that, the variable is still updated on every synchronisation to reflect the state transitions.
Interval Temporal Logic assertions require to define where the interval starts and ends. The user who adds the annotations is supplied with two annotations, a start and stop, to control when and where an assertion should be checked.

The most important annotation is synchronise. Whenever this annotation is encountered the weaver replaces it with the code to update the validation variables. The last code statement to be added is the call to the synchronise method defined by the validation engine. The annotation takes a boolean parameter which specifies whether the errors trapped should terminate the system execution.

6.2.3 Lustre environment

The Lustre environment consists in a library providing the basic datatypes definition and the two Lustre special operators, pre and followed by. The datatypes are inherited from a common interface, which allows basic operations to be performed without the need of type casting.

The three basic datatypes have the same structure, as the one depicted below. The data field “Value” is used to hold the current value associated with the variable and its type reflects the programming language related datatype, example int for Lustre Integer. Accessing the data field to perform operations can be tedious, especially if the number of variables is high. To lighten the use of the Lustre datatypes, the classes override the type operators.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interface ILustre</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Value(): object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set(in dValue: decimal): void</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set(in lValue: long): void</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set(in bValue: bool): void</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set(in oValue: object): void</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type(): LustreType</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ToString(): string</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HasPre(): bool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre(): object</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enumeration LustreType</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LustreInt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LustreReal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LustreBoolean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lustre3Value</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.3: #D³CA Lustre Interface and Enumeration UML Diagram

The Lustre environment is extended with a new datatype, 3-valued variables. The ValueType is an enumeration over the three possible values: true, false and indeterminate.
Data Structure “Lustre 3Valued”:

- **ValueType** Value; {The value associated with the variable.}
- **object** Previous ← nil; {Pointer to the variable’s previous value.}

Like in the C++ implementation the Lustre special operator, `pre`, is programmed as a method of the class. For example, to access the previous value of variable `X` the syntax is `X.pre()`. The followed by is encoded as part of the variable type constructor.

### 6.2.4 Validation Engine

The validation engine consists in the combined implementation of the evaluation and validation processes described in Chapter 5. The evaluation of property validity is performed by executing the formula semantics on a Lustre environment. For efficiency reasons the formulae are stored as Abstract Syntax Trees (ASTs) which provide a clear flow structure to represent how the property is evaluated. As described in algorithm `Evaluate`, on page 53, ASTs are traversed bottom-up because the leaf nodes consist of atomic propositions or numeric constants. On node traversing the Lustre environment is called to evaluate the semantics related to the operator node. The current validity of a property is determined by the result of the root node.

The validation process provides a loop over the ASTs and is responsible of reporting violated properties to the user. The `synchronise` boolean parameter is used by the validation method to control the action taken when an error is trapped.

### 6.3 Analysis

Through the use of ASTs as a data structure for storing formulae and Lustre as a platform for the evaluation of properties, D³CA prototypes achieve the benefits of implementation independence from the logic point of view. The Lustre and AST methods need to be defined in the host programming language, nevertheless, new logic operators can be introduced without any need of further modification in the validation mechanism.

The AST creation and traversing mechanisms are generated using the ANTLR Parser Generator [P+05], which through the use of a language definition tag is able to use the same grammar to generate classes in different languages. This leads the system to be more portable to different programming languages.

The Lustre environment provides a suitable abstraction from the programming language. By implementing the few Lustre methods in the desired programming language, the same
validation mechanism can be used without any need for modifications. The validation engine can also be less dependent on the programming language if it is defined as a shared library on Unix or a DLL in Windows.

The pre-compiler introduced in the C# prototype is the only programming language dependent module. The use of a pre-compiler and annotations for inserting the monitoring system provides a clean separation between the validation and the actual system code.

The two prototypes are far from perfect. One of the main drawbacks is in how the validation variables are created. When the system creates a new internal variable, it is labelled according to the information it is holding. This is a problem if the system requires to check different copies of the property because there is only one global symbol table and the variable will be created only once. Hence, the integrity of the validation states is lost.

Another drawback in the approach is that it lacks support for concurrent systems. When the validation starts its process only the execution branch calling the engine is stopped. This might lead to deadlocks if the branch being checked is holding a lock when an error is trapped.

Although the implementations have some drawbacks, the design is more generic. The validation design provides a clean and easy solution for using formal specifications as runtime monitors over a system. An important feature provided by the validation system presented is that the space and time requirements for validation can be predetermined.
Chapter 7

Case Studies

Another aim of the dissertation is to show how systems can be observed through QDDC properties. The generic implementation of the D³CA framework allows various scenarios to be observed.

This section presents two real-life scenarios, a mine pump alarm system and a simple answering machine. Throughout the dissertation, two simulation programs (one for each system) are used. Simulating a system gives various advantages such as the ability to introduce errors, pause the system to analyse the current state and control the environment.

The mine pump alarm system is common example [Pan00, GHR04, Jos01]. The purpose of the system is to test the state verification aspect of deterministic QDDC properties.

The answering machine system is used to show the expressiveness of the deterministic QDDC notation over state transitions which describe the assumptions on the system execution. The answering machine system shows that deterministic QDDC properties are expressive enough to monitor these assumptions.

7.1 Mine Pump

A widely used example in Duration Calculus literature is an automated alarm system for a mine pump. This case study shows the expressiveness of the discrete and deterministic Duration Calculus presented earlier. Figure 7.1 shows a graphical representation of the mine pump context as assumed in the system specifications\(^1\).

A mine has a leakage of water (H\(_2\)O) and methane (CH\(_4\)) that in certain circumstances become a treat to the workers. The water leakage is collected in a sump on which a pump

\(^1\)The figure is adopted from the work by Mathai [Jos01]
is operated to lower the water level when it reaches critical levels. To operate the pump safely, the methane level has to be low otherwise it will be dangerous for the miners. In situations where the pump cannot be operated an alarm is activated to prepare the miners for evacuation.

### 7.2 QDDC Specifications

A number of properties can be defined for the mine pump operation. The pump is operated if the level of water is high and the amount of methane permits the operation. Let assume that the pump takes $\delta$ time to start pumping water. Then the condition to start the pump is,

$$\lceil\lceil \text{High } H_2O \land \lnot\text{High } CH_4 \rceil \delta \rightarrow \lceil\lceil \text{Pump On} \rceil$$

Informally, the condition says that given the water level has been high for the last $\delta$ time and the methane is under control then the pump should be pumping water out. The condition above is not enough on its own to guarantee that the pump is operating correctly as it does not check that the pump is really pumping water out. The pump takes at most $\epsilon$ time to lower the water level.

$$\lceil\lceil \text{Pump On} \rceil \epsilon \rightarrow \lceil\lceil \text{Low } H_2O \rceil$$

Given the condition to operate the pump and the condition to verify the pump operation, another condition has to be placed to stop the pump. The pump is stopped in two situations:
either the level of water has lowered and there is no need to pump further water or the methane level has increased.

\[ \text{Low H}_2\text{O} \lor \text{High CH}_4 \rightarrow \neg \text{Pump On} \]

Monitoring the pump is not sufficient since the environment provides no guarantees. To validate the system completely it is useful to place some checks on the environment. The first set of conditions define the assumptions related to the water levels. The pump takes some time to start and it is important to provide some time variation due to methane release. Therefore, the water level to start the pump has to be lower than the dangerous level.

\[ \text{High H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \neg \text{Dangerous H}_2\text{O} \]

The above property states that for the first time the high water level should not be dangerous for the workers. In relation to the last property another condition can be placed that verifies that when the water level is dangerous than it must also be high. This property provides a check on the water level sensor.

\[ \Box (\text{Dangerous H}_2\text{O} \Rightarrow \text{High H}_2\text{O}) \]

The miners work on three shifts and the objective of the mine pump system is to guarantee that only one shift is lost over a large number of shifts, say 10,000 shifts. This condition assumes that methane is released infrequently and that the distance between two consecutive methane releases is at least \( \zeta \) time.

\[ \Box (\neg \text{High CH}_4 \Rightarrow \text{High CH}_4 \Rightarrow \eta < \zeta) \]

The methane release is taken to be of short duration and that it takes a short time to disperse in air.

\[ \Box (\text{High CH}_4 \Rightarrow \eta < \kappa) \]

The pump and the environment are under control. However, the pump configuration has an alarm that alerts the miners in case of danger. The alarm is activated when the water level is dangerous or the methane level is high for some time.

\[ \text{Dangerous H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{Alarm On} \]

\[ \text{High CH}_4 \rightarrow \text{Alarm On} \]

Like with the pump, the alarm must be checked that it turns off when the danger has
passed. The alarm is turned off once the water level and the methane level are no more
dangerous.

\[
\neg \text{Dangerous H}_2\text{O} \land \neg \text{High CH}_4 \Rightarrow \neg \text{Alarm On}
\]

7.2.1 Creating the validation engine

The validation engine is described by rewriting the properties and constraints in determin-
istic QDDC using XML syntax. Appendix B lists the properties as supplied to the #D³CA. 
The XML file is passed through the AST generator module of the validation engine that 
creates the respective AST representations inside a C# class.

The next step is to insert the `synchronise` points inside the mine pump code. The artefact 
produced is a simulation, thus, the user is left to define a `synchronise` by forcing the 
system into a new state. Referring to Figure 7.2, a set of buttons are provided in the lower 
left part of the window to allow the user to instruct the simulation to advance a number of 
steps. For each step the `synchronise` method is invoked.

![Mine Pump Simulator](image)

Figure 7.2: Mine Pump Simulation

The annotated source code and the generated C# class are compiled and link together. 
The final result is a simulation to test the mine pump properties.

7.2.2 Simple Test Scenario

The test scenario presented forces the mine pump methane environment assumption to 
be violated. This shows that the mine pump properties are enough powerful to capture 
changes in the environment. This case study also shows that the validation engine captures 
error on occurrence.
The test environment variables are initialised to:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>δ</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ϵ</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>κ</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ω</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ζ</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The mine has been operating fine until methane level has raised high. On normal circumstances the level of methane settles back to safe after 2 steps. For the purpose of simulation, we decided that the methane level should stay high for 5 steps. On the 3rd iteration over the properties the environment assumption about the methane release is violated. The D³CA validation engine traps the error as soon the property returns false.

On trapping the error the validation engine generates a report, which displays the property that evaluated to false. In the scenario above the property reported is

\[ \square ([\text{High CH}_4] \Rightarrow \eta < \kappa) \]

Together with the property, the values of each subexpression are returned to allow the user to trace the origin of the error.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expression</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High CH₄</td>
<td>True</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[High CH₄]</td>
<td>True</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\eta)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\kappa)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\eta &lt; \kappa)</td>
<td>False</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Analysing the reported results, it is clear that the property returned false because the expression \(\eta < \kappa\) wasn’t satisfied. Using the results of \(\eta\) and \(\kappa\), one can determine that the length of the interval was longer than expected.

### 7.3 A Simple Answering Machine

The mine pump case study covers a lot of the D³CA features. However, a less complex case study is useful to further understand the power of the validation engine. The operation of a simple answering machine can easily be represented as an automaton, Figure 7.3. In this case study the observation properties are placed over the state’s transitions.

A characteristic of the answering machine operation is that the time intervals are measured...
using different metrics. For example, the interval of the “ringing” state is determined by the number of tone rings. While the “recording” interval is measured in seconds. A feature of D³CA is that metrics are irrelevant, since it all depends on the synchronise annotation. Note that this feature is only applied because the answering machine flow is sequential, that is, there is no concurrency in the execution.

### 7.3.1 QDDC Specifications

The simplest operation in the answering machine is that it is “idle”. In other words, it is not performing any tasks.

\[
\text{idle} = \neg \text{ringing} \land \neg \text{playing} \land \neg \text{recording}
\]

When an incoming call arrives, the telephone starts ringing, therefore the machine enters the “ringing” state. There are two possible situations that can arise: either the call is answered by picking the receiver or the telephone continues to ring. In the later case, the length of the interval will determine when the answering machine should start operating by playing the recorded message. The transition from the “ringing” state to the “playing” state is defined as,

\[
[r\text{inging}] \Rightarrow \eta = 9^{\hat{}}[r\text{playing}]
\]

When the recorded message is played the next task of the answering machine is to start recording the caller message. The message left by the caller is expected to be of at most 30 seconds.

\[
[r\text{playing}]^\hat{r}[r\text{recording}] \Rightarrow \eta \leq 30
\]

Combining the operating states of the answering machine, a single property can be placed
over the operation flow of the answering machine.

\[
\text{operating} = ([\text{idle}]^* [\text{ringing}] \Rightarrow \eta = 9^* [\text{playing}]^* [\text{recording}] \Rightarrow \eta \leq 30)^+ \]

The property states that the answering machine can be considered as working well if it loops indeterminately over the operation state. The above formula doesn’t capture constraints in the transitions. Therefore, three additional constrains are introduced:

1. The “ringing state” can only be entered from the “idle” state.

\[\text{idle} \leftarrow \text{ringing}\]

2. The recorded message is only played if the telephone has been rang 9 times.

\[\text{ringing} \land \eta = 9 \leftarrow \text{playing}\]

3. The caller message is recorded only after the answering machine message has finished playing.

\[\text{playing} \leftarrow \text{recording}\]

The last assumption is that when the receiver is up the answering machine is in the “idle” state, in other words inoperative.

\[[\text{receiver up}] \Rightarrow [\text{idle}]\]

The pulling up of the receiver at any time interrupts the operation. Therefore, the answering machine is said to be working correct according to the specifications if it is either operating or the receiver is up.

\[[\text{operating} \lor \text{receiver up}]\]

### 7.4 Creating the validation engine

The validation engine is described by rewriting the properties and constraints in deterministic QDDC using XML syntax. Appendix B lists the properties as supplied to the #D³CA. The XML file is passed through the AST generator module of the validation engine that creates the respective AST representations inside a C# class.

We need to trap errors as soon they occur. Since each call to the `step()` method associated with the step buttons determine a clock tick, the `synchronise` method is attached to end of the `step()` method call. The answering machine code and the generated C# class are compiled and linked together to generate the simulation system, Figure 7.5 (Page 78).
7.5 Simple Test Scenarios

The properties that check the transitions can easily be violated, especially those containing the “holds before” operator. For example, the property

\[
\text{ringing} \land \eta = 9 \leftarrow \text{playing}
\]

is violated when a step is performed with the “playing” option ticked and the current system is “idle” or “recording”. The error report generated for this scenario is shown in Figure 7.6. The error states that the answering machine has entered the “playing” state when the telephone was not ringing or before the “ringing” interval has elapsed.

The scenario illustrated by the sequence diagram, Figure 7.4, shows the answering machine operation.

The answering machine is “idle”, that is, it is waiting for an incoming call. After a while a new call arrives, thus the phone starts ringing. On the first ring the \texttt{synchronise} method is called. The properties are evaluated and system state is updated to “ringing”. Eight other \texttt{synchronise} methods are called and the system has not changed from “ringing”, therefore the deterministic QDDC property

\[
\text{age(ringing)} < 10
\]

related to the QDDC property

\[
\lceil\text{ringing}\rceil \Rightarrow \eta = 9
\]

is still valid. On the next ring the answering machine starts operating and its state changes to “playing”. A \texttt{synchronise} call is called and this time the state has changed to the “playing” so the properties are still valid. At the end of playing the message a new \texttt{synchronise} is signalled to the validation engine, which checks that the answering machine started to record the caller message. A number of \texttt{synchronise} method calls are performed as seconds elapse. When the line drops or the 30 seconds of recording elapse the system state returns to “idle”.

This time the answering machine owner decides to perform a call and pulls up the receiver. The event of lifting the receiver invokes the validation engine to check that the system is “idle” and the receiver is not in place. When the owner hangs up the validation engine is invoked to verify that the answering machine has remained “idle” and that the line has been dropped.
Figure 7.4: A Simple Answering Machine – Sequence Diagram
Figure 7.5: Answering Machine Simulation

Figure 7.6: Answering Machine Simulation – Error Reporting


7.6 Conclusion

The case studies show that deterministic QDDC is powerful enough to capture a large number of real-life properties. The studies are based on real applications, however, due to time limitation a simulation had to be created.

The test scenario in the case study provides a small overview of how and when the validation engine determines that a property is violated. The case studies shows that properties described in QDDC can be translated in their respective deterministic formulae. The validation engine is enough powerful to trap behavioural errors according to the specifications.
Part III

Validation and Aspect-Oriented Programming
Chapter 8

Interval Temporal Logic Validation as an Aspect

Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) originated in 1997 at Xerox PARC as a solution for handling design concerns that cannot be clearly encapsulated using programming languages, both procedural and object-oriented [KLM+97]. These types of concerns are referred to as aspects. Aspects are different from normal procedures because they have crosscutting semantics. In simpler words, their execution depends on different parts of the software architecture.

The concept behind the AOP framework can be summarised as “In program P, whenever condition C is encountered, perform action A” [FF05]. The “condition C” refers to annotation marks, also known as point-cuts in AspectJ [Asp], while “action A” is the execution of aspect A. The application of the concept is performed using five components [KLM+97]: (i) a component language (procedural or object-oriented programming language), (ii) an aspect language, (iii) an aspect weaver, (iv) a component program (the system source code without any aspects – traditional way of programming), and (v) one or more aspect programs (code for aspects). The aspect weaver is a pre-compiler which given an annotated component program and a collection of aspect programs, replaces the annotated conditions with calls to the respective aspect program. The AOP framework flow is depicted in Figure 8.1.

The definition of an aspect as given in the original paper [KLM+97] is vast and ambiguous, which can lead normal software composition to be defined as aspects. Filman and Friedman [FF05] extend the definition of an aspect with two properties:

1. obliviousness; and

2. it must not be applicable to a single place.
The obliviousness property states that an aspect must not affect the system composition. For example, a program is extended with a log file. The logging of method calls or of events can be performed using the same logging code. Logging crosscuts the system so it is an aspect. The logger is oblivious because the logging insertion has no effect on the system code.

A number of AOP implementations for different programming languages have been developed. Some of the frameworks are: Aspect.NET [SSW02], AspectJ [Asp], Hyper/J [IBM], and AspectC++ [SLU05]. Given that validation is an aspect then one can introduce formal checking within any programming language using AOP tools.

8.1 Validation as an Aspect

The definition of an aspect is vague. Therefore we restrict the definition of an aspect as a task whose execution semantics crosscut the program’s decomposition and are oblivious to the developer. In other words, an aspect is any task whose execution depends on different components and does not localise to any part of the system.

Interval temporal logics (ITL) require a time metric. This chapter uses the synchronise call to the validation engine as the basic clock. The synchronise call provides a global mechanism to enforce the properties to be checked over the new state of the system.
The fundamental property for aspects is their crosscutting behaviour. The crosscutting behaviour of ITL properties arises from their requirement to capture information from different parts of the system.

The insertion of the \textbf{synchronise} call throughout the system code and the distributivity of ITL properties satisfy the crosscutting requirement of aspects. Figure 8.3 illustrates the crosscutting property over the execution states.

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure83.png}
\caption{States representing an execution path.}
\end{figure}

Consider the property,

\begin{verbatim}
begin(TaskA) then (\begin{array}{c}
\exists TaskA \\
y \leq 5
\end{array}) \text{\&} \Sigma TaskB \leq 5 \text{\&} \text{end}(-TaskA)
\end{verbatim}

The property states that from the start of TaskA, TaskB cannot be executed more than five times both directly and indirectly until TaskA finishes executing. A direct call to TaskB occurs when TaskA requires the service of TaskB whereas an indirect call happens when TaskB is called from any other task and not TaskA.

The last requirement for validation to be an aspect is the obliviousness property. Obliviousness is achieved by abstracting as much as possible the dependencies between the code and the formal specifications. In D³CA described earlier obliviousness is achieved by using
annotations to control the weaving of ITL properties with the system code.

### 8.2 Defining D³CA weaver in AOP terms

The D³CA weaver module consists in transforming annotated control instructions to the actual validation code. The annotated control instructions can be of five types:

1. `{validation_engine: bind variable_name variable_value}
2. `{validation_engine: unbind variable_name}
3. `{validation_engine: start assertion_name}
4. `{validation_engine: stop assertion_name}
5. `{validation_engine: synchronise B}

In validation the state variables are mapped to the system variables. In software, variables are typically placed in their local scope and are inaccessible from the outside code. This gives rise to a problem with Interval Temporal Logic assertions since they have crosscutting semantics. This problem is surmounted by providing two variable annotations - bind and unbind. A variable can either be bound to a system variable while the variable is in scope or else bound to a numeric value. When the variable is bound to a numeric value it is treated as a constant variable.

The unbind annotation is used when a system variable scope is about to be lost. The unbind annotation instructs the weaver that the value of the variable must be kept constant.

An important characteristic of the D³CA is the use of intervals. An interval have to be defined for every assertion. This is done by inserting one of the two interval assertions – start and stop. The start annotation takes an assertion name as a parameter. When the weaver encounters the notation it sets the assertion interval to zero and starts the observation interval.

Assertions might not require to be checked for the entire program execution. The stop annotation is used to indicate the end of an assertion’s interval. As with the start annotation, the stop annotation requires an assertion name to be passed as a parameter. When the stop annotation is encountered, the weaver instructs the assertion that its interval has elapsed. An important feature of the stop annotation is that it calls the validation engine to check the system state. When the stopped assertion is checked, its return value is expected to be true. Therefore, if the return value is indeterminate, the validation engine treats it as false because it has not been completely satisfied during the interval.
The last and most important annotation is **synchronise**. This annotation instructs the weaver that the properties have to be checked for consistency. Before performing the runtime checking the variables are updated. The update also includes the reassignment of constant variables to reflect their values according to the current state, as shown in Figure 8.4.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 8.4: Lustre constant to system state relation

The **synchronise** annotation takes a Boolean value. This value indicates whether on trapping an error the synchronisation method should abandon execution or not. However, the runtime checker still reports the errors that have been encountered, regardless of the value passed.

From the description of the D³CA weaver, one can notice that it is only a small instantiation of the AOP concept.

### 8.3 Conclusion

The Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) technique has emerged as a suitable programming style for separating different concerns — *aspects*. AOP defines an aspect as any task whose execution semantics depends on data not local to a single task. Using the work in the previous chapters, this chapter argues that validation is an aspect. Therefore, AOP tools can be used to cleanly weave validation into the system code.
Chapter 9

Conclusions

“One way that you can fortify your software’s exception–handling ability is to harness formal specification statements. Intended for run-time verification of an application’s design, formal specifications can be translated by code generator into C, C++, or Java statements to be deployed for catching exceptions in the final product”

Doron Drusinsky [Dru01]

Formal verification has always been an important tool for guaranteeing correctness of software. The problem with the method of formal verification is that it requires the monitoring system to construct an automaton to model all possible execution paths in the software. In large and/or complex systems the number of system states grows exponential. This may lead the system to become unresponsive due to resource exhaustion by test runs.

Throughout the years, validation has been proposed as a mechanism to surmount the state explosion problem. Validation proposes a monitoring solution for performing formal verification during a program execution. This problem is overcome by performing validation on a single execution path. One must note that the state explosion problem is still present in validation; however, it is reduced because states along paths never visited don’t need to be created.

Projects in validation have concentrated on the use of different logic notation, mainly propositional point logic and temporal logic. Nevertheless, some reactive and real-time properties might be best captured or less messy if represented in an interval temporal logic.
9.1 Research Overview

Part I provides the necessary background to the dissertation and a review of related projects. The main research carried out throughout the dissertation is put together in Part II.

Section 4.1 identifies a suitable subset of Duration Calculus for performing runtime monitoring. The subset consists of operators that are lifted to discrete time and whose semantics produce deterministic automata. The operators are restricted to discrete time because the operators in the original Duration Calculus, presented by Chaochen [CHR91], work on real-time intervals, which makes it impossible to measure during execution time. The Duration Calculus operators are all based on the Reimann Integral, which can easily be calculated using frequent sampling points.

Some of the Duration Calculus operators, such as the chop operator, have a non-deterministic behaviour. Checking the validity of a state during execution can only be performed on the current and previous states. Thus non-deterministic behaviour rising from left-branching has to be avoided. Following the work of Gonnord et. al. [GHR04] the subset obtained by the discretisation of the operators is further restricted to operators that produce a deterministic automaton.

After having identified the set of operators that are useful for monitoring systems, the operators execution semantics in terms of the synchronous data-flow programming language Lustre [HCRP91] have been obtained. The programming language Lustre is used as it allows the computation of a new state to be performed in no time, under the synchrony hypothesis. Lustre has also been adopted as it allows memory and the time requirements for computing the validity of a state to be predetermined.

9.1.1 Monitoring System

One of the objectives of this dissertation is to provide a generic implementable framework to monitor properties using the identified subset of Duration Calculus. The framework proposed consists of three modules:

1. The Duration Calculus mathematical notation with its semantics in Lustre;
2. A weaver for integrating the mathematical notation inside the system code; and
3. The host language in which the system code is written.

The monitoring engine is executed over a simulated Lustre environment provided as a library to the host language, which is linked statically during compilation. The library consists of three datatypes representing the Lustre basic datatypes: integer, real and Boolean. During
the evaluation of the logic the ambiguous meaning of the Boolean value \texttt{false} leads to complex implementation, so the Lustre Boolean operator is replaced with the 3-valued logic operator.

A key feature of the framework provides the monitoring system with a weaver. The weaver allows annotations to be used inside the system code to control and communicate with the validation engine. The end result of weaving the annotations is a duplicate of the original code with the annotations converted into the respective tangled code.

Executing the mathematical semantics over Lustre allows the framework to be implementation-independent. This endows the system with the ability to be enhanced without the need to modify the validation engine. The use of annotations together with the automated process of converting properties to a monitoring library results in a flexible and easy to use environment.

9.2 Possible future enhancements

The solution provided in this dissertation is far from optimal and lacks in providing useful features. This section succinctly highlights some of the possible enhancements or modifications that can be undertaken.

9.2.1 Multiple Validation Interfaces

The solution implemented allows the scope for using more than one validation engine. This is achieved by having the validation engine provide its own symbol table for storing variables and a list to hold the assertions.

The system lacks a global clock over the validation instances since each engine keeps its own clock. Another drawback of the current approach is that it becomes unmanageable when the number of engines increases.

In graphical user interfaces a similar problem exists when the number of open windows related to the same application is large, therefore making it impossible for the user to keep track of his work. A solution that is adopted in the field of computer-human interface is the Multiple Document Interface (MDI), whereby multiple windows appear as part of the main parent window. Following the concepts of MDI and plug-ins, this section describes a solution for having one single validation engine but multiple instances of validation classes.

As shown in Figure 9.1, the validation has to be defined using two separate modules. The first module provides the validation engine, a list of validation instances and the global
Figure 9.1: Multiple Validation Interfaces Architecture.

clock. The engine extends the annotations set with two new tuples to add and remove validation instances.

The validation instance provides the necessary information to the engine, such as the assertions to be checked and the variables values related to the assertions. The validation instance can also be extended with a clock which allows it to run asynchronously from other validation instances. The use of different validation instances makes it easier to handle multithreaded systems as each class can be instructed to add its own validation to the engine, without leading to ambiguity when using similar names for variables.

The validation engine implements the synchronise mechanism as described in previous chapters, with a difference in how assertions and variables are accessed. However the synchronise mechanism can be extended to allow validations to run asynchronously to each other, similar to a locally asynchronous global synchronous (LAGS) concept, which allows validation instances to be checked without checking other instances.

9.2.2 Logic Domains

Duration Calculus is one of the logics currently being used. Different logics provide notation for different properties in systems [BMN00]. By defining the logic semantics in the Lustre environment and extending the annotation tuples with an identifier for the logic, as done in EAGLE, the same mechanism for monitoring the systems can be used.
9.3 Summary

This dissertation proposes a solution that allows formal specifications using deterministic and discrete Duration Calculus to be integrated in a system. The D$^3$CA described is generic to any logic notation as long as the notation can be translated into Lustre programs.

The case studies presented are real-life scenarios and, with minimal changes for hardware adaptation, can be installed on the real equipment. The case studies showed that the D$^3$CA is capable of detecting most of the errors instantaneously.

As an addition to the research, we have showed that Interval Temporal Logic validation is an aspect in Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP). Thus the tools already available for AOP can be used to integrate the core part of the D$^3$CA in any programming language.
Appendix A

“leads to” operator in terms of age()

The “leads to” operator cannot be directly described in terms of the deterministic QDDC notation as it is non-deterministic. However, analytically the operator can be represented using deterministic QDDC notation. It is important to note that the reducibility of the QDDC operator to the deterministic QDDC expression is not proved anywhere in this report as it was not formally proven.

Relation. The “leads to” ($\delta \rightarrow$) can be expressed as an expression in terms of $age(P)$ and “then” operators.

$$ P \xrightarrow{\delta} Q \triangleright age(P) < \delta \text{ then } P \land Q $$

Analytical Proof. The “leads to” part states that if the state variable $P$ has been true for $\delta$ clock cycles and is still true then while $P$ is still true, $Q$ must also be true.

The second part of the relation states that the interval is divided in two subintervals. The first subinterval ends when the state variable, $P$, has been true for $\delta$ clock cycles. Then from the $\delta$ clock cycle onward, the state variable, $Q$, must be true, when $P$ is true. The result of the $age() \ldots \text{then}$ expression is similar to that of the “leads to” expression without the “always” ($\square$) operator. 

\[\text{The symbol } \triangleright \text{ means that the RHS expression is reducible to the LHS expression.}\]
Appendix B

Case Studies Properties in XML format

B.1 Mine Pump

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>

<qddc>

Pump Properties

<variable name="HH2O" type="bool" inputVar="true" />
<variable name="HCH4" type="bool" inputVar="true" />
<variable name="Delta" type="int" inputVar="true" />
<variable name="PumpOn" type="bool" inputVar="false" />
<variable name="SafePump" type="bool" inputVar="false" />
<variable name="NotSafePump" type="bool" inputVar="false" />
<variable name="SafePumpAge" type="bool" inputVar="false" />
<variable name="NotSafePumpAge" type="bool" inputVar="false" />

<property name="SafePump">
  <expression> SafePump = HH20 &amp; !HCH4 </expression>
</property>

<property name="NotSafePump">
  <expression> NotSafePump = !SafePump </expression>
</property>
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<property name="SafePumpAge">
  <expression> SafePumpAge = age(SafePump) == Delta </expression>
</property>

<property name="NotSafePumpAge">
  <expression> NotSafePumpAge = age(!SafePump) == Delta </expression>
</property>

<property name="PumpOn">
  <expression>
    PumpOn = two_state(false, SafePumpAge, NotSafePumpAge)
  </expression>
</property>

Alarm Properties

<variable name="Alarm" type="bool" inputVar="false" />
<variable name="DH2O" type="bool" inputVar="true" />
<variable name="ah2o" type="bool" inputVar="false" />
<variable name="ach4" type="bool" inputVar="false" />
<variable name="na" type="bool" inputVar="false" />
<variable name="na_int" type="bool" inputVar="false" />
<variable name="alarm_int" type="bool" inputVar="false" />

<property name="AH20">
  <expression> ah2o = age(DH2O) == Delta </expression>
</property>

<property name="ACH4">
  <expression> ach4 = age(HCH4) == Delta </expression>
</property>

<property name="Not_DH20_and_Not_HCH4">
  <expression> na_int = !DH2O &amp; !HCH4</expression>
</property>

<property name="NA">
  <expression> na = age(na_int) == Delta</expression>
</property>
<property name="H2O_or_HC4">
  <expression> alarm_int = ah2o | ach4</expression>
</property>

<property name="Alarm">
  <expression> Alarm = two_state(false, alarm_int, na)</expression>
</property>

Assertion Properties

<variable name="assertion" type="bool" inputVar="false" />
<variable name="w" type="int" inputVar="true" />
<variable name="eps" type="int" inputVar="true" />
<variable name="zeta" type="int" inputVar="true" />
<variable name="kappa" type="int" inputVar="true" />
<variable name="ws1" type="bool" inputVar="false" />
<variable name="ws2_int" type="bool" inputVar="false" />
<variable name="ws" type="bool" inputVar="false" />
<variable name="pc" type="bool" inputVar="false" />
<variable name="lch4" type="bool" inputVar="false" />
<variable name="mr1_int" type="bool" inputVar="false" />
<variable name="mr1" type="bool" inputVar="false" />
<variable name="mr2" type="bool" inputVar="false" />

<property name="Water_Seepage_1">
  <expression> ws1 = DH2O => HH2O</expression>
</property>

<property name="Water_Seepage_2_int">
  <expression> ws2_int = age(HH2O) &lt; w</expression>
</property>

<property name="Water_Seepage_2">
  <expression> ws2 = edge(DH2O) => !ws2_int</expression>
</property>

<property name="Pump_Capacity">
  <expression> pc = HH2O => age(PumpOn) &lt;= eps</expression>
</property>
<property name="Low_Methane">
    <expression> LCH4 = !HCH4 </expression>
</property>

<property name="Methane_Release_1_int">
    <expression> mr1_int = age(LCH4) &lt; zeta </expression>
</property>

<property name="Methane_Release_1">
    <expression> mr1 = [[HCH4]] then [[HCH4]] =&gt; !mr1_int </expression>
</property>

<property name="Methane_Release_2">
    <expression> mr2 = age(HCH4) &lt; kappa </expression>
</property>

<property name="Assertion">
    <expression>
        Assertion = ws1 &amp; ws2 &amp; pc &amp; mr1 &amp; mr2
    </expression>
</property>

Validation Property

<property name="Valid">
    <expression> end(Assertion) | !end(DH2O) </expression>
</property>

</qddc>

B.2 Answering Machine

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<qddc>
    <variable name="Idle" type="bool" inputVar="false" />
    <variable name="Ringing" type="bool" inputVar="true" />
    <variable name="Playing" type="bool" inputVar="true" />
    <variable name="Recording" type="bool" inputVar="true" />
    <variable name="ReceiverUp" type="bool" inputVar="true" />
</qddc>
<variable name="Operating" type="bool" inputVar="false" />
<variable name="Max_Age_Ringing" type="bool" inputVar="false" />

<pROPERTY name="Idle">
  <expression>
    Idle = !Ringing &amp; &amp; !Playing &amp; &amp; !Recording
  </expression>
  <error>
    It is not possible to have the system idle while it is busy doing something.
  </error>
  <comment>Attempting to set the system idleness.</comment>
</pROPERTY>

<pROPERTY name="Max_Age_Ringing">
  <expression>Max_Age_Ringing = age(Ringing) == 9</expression>
</pROPERTY>

<pROPERTY name="Assumption_1">
  <expression>Idle &lt;~ Ringing</expression>
  <error>The system is ringing when it was already busy.</error>
  <comment>The system can only receive calls when it is idle.</comment>
</pROPERTY>

<pROPERTY name="Assumption_2">
  <expression>Max_Age_Ringing &lt;~ Playing</expression>
  <error>The system is playing the recorded message when no one called.</error>
  <comment>The system message can only play if the callee has not answered.</comment>
</pROPERTY>

<pROPERTY name="Assumption_3">
  <expression>Playing &lt;~ Recording</expression>
  <error>Oops the system is wasting space on tape.</error>
  <comment>The caller doesn’t know that the system is recording
his message.
</property>

<property name="Assumption_4">
<expression>end(ReceiverUp) =\&gt; end(Idle)</expression>
<error>
The answering machine and the owner are using the phone line simultaneously.
</error>
<comment>
If the caller is talking on the phone the answering machine must be switched off.
</comment>
</property>

<property name="Operating">
<expression>
Operating = ([Idle] then age(Ringing) \textless 10 then [[Playing]] then age(Recording) \textless 30)+
</expression>
<error>The answering machine is not acting as expected.</error>
<comment>
Stop playing around with the answering machine settings.
</comment>
</property>

<property name="Valid">
<expression>end(Operating) | end(ReceiverUp)</expression>
</property>
</qddc>
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